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Preface

Introduction

What this manual is about
The Personal Express Installation and Configuration Guide describes how to install, 
configure, and administer Oracle® Personal Express (hereinafter referred to as 
“Personal Express”).  

Intended audience
This manual is intended for system administrators. 

Structure of this document
The Personal Express Installation and Configuration Guide  is structured as follows:

■ Chapter 1 explains basic concepts.

■ Chapter 2 explains how to install Personal Express and its administration tools.

■ Chapter 3 explains how to start and stop Personal Express.

■ Chapter 4 explains how to use the Personal Express administration tools.

■ Chapter 5 explains how to administer Express database files.

■ Chapter 6 explains how to configure your system to access data stored in 
relational databases. 

■ Chapter 7 explains how to configure your system to translate to and from 
foreign single-byte character sets.
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Related Documentation 

Finding documentation
Instructions for locating documentation on the installation CD are available in 
Chapter 1.

Release notes
See the release notes in the doc directory of the installation CD for the following:

■ hardware and software requirements

■ list of features new to this release

■ list of client products and versions compatible with this release

■ tips for installing and configuring the new software, and for upgrading an 
existing installation

■ list of known problems in this release

Printed manuals
This manual is part of a documentation set that also includes the following 
manuals:

■ Oracle Express Database Administration Guide — Describes the Express data 
model and explains how to create and maintain Express databases. The guide 
also explains how to configure Express databases for use with Express Client 
products and other client applications.

■ Oracle Express Language Programming Guide — Explains the programming 
environment for Express, the Express data model, the Express language, and 
how to write Express programs. The guide also illustrates programming 
strategies for accessing and working with data.

■ Oracle Express SNAPI Guide — Explains how to use SNAPI to connect to Oracle 
Express Server or Personal Express and obtain Express data. The guide also 
provides installation instructions and setup information.

■ Oracle Express Using Multi-Byte Characters — Explains how to use Express with 
various multi-byte character sets. 

■ Oracle Express Relational Access Manager User’s Guide — Explains how to use 
Oracle Express Relational Access Manager to enable Express applications to 
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access and display data from a relational database. The guide also explains 
fundamental concepts pertaining to data warehouse design and optimization.

Windows Help systems
In addition to the manuals, the following Help systems are available with Express:

■ Express Configuration Manager Help — Provides online Help for selecting 
Express modules and configuring runtime settings. Personal Express and 
Oracle Express Server have individual, product-specific Help systems.

■ Express Session Manager Help — Provides online Help for managing 
individual Express sessions. Personal Express and Oracle Express Server have 
individual, product-specific Help systems.

■ Personal Express Help — Provides online Help for starting, stopping, and 
managing Personal Express.

■ Express Language Help — Provides online Help for the commands, functions, 
options, and programs that make up the Express language.

■ Oracle Express Administrator Help — Provides online Help for creating 
Express databases and configuring Express databases for use with Express 
Client products and other client applications.

■ Oracle Express Relational Access Administrator Help — Provides online Help 
for defining an Express data model, building a supporting data warehouse 
schema, mapping the data model to the schema, and maintaining a 
corresponding Express database.

■ Relational Access Manager – Query Statistics Help — Provides online Help for 
reporting statistics about runtime query activity in the data warehouse as a 
means of evaluating the performance of an Oracle Express Relational Access 
Manager system.
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Conventions

Text conventions
You will find the following text conventions in this document.

Mouse usage
Always use the left mouse button unless you are specifically instructed to use the 
right mouse button.

The term “left mouse button” refers to the dominant button. If you have 
reconfigured your mouse to reverse the functions of the left and right buttons, then 
you will need to use the reverse button when you follow the procedures in this 
manual.

Convention Usage

Boldface text Indicates menu items, command buttons, options, field names, 
and hyperlinks.

Bold text is also used for notes and other secondary information 
in tables (for example, Result).

Fixed-width text Indicates folder names, file names, operating system 
commands, and URLs. Also indicates examples and anything 
that you must type exactly as it appears.

For example: If you are asked to type show eversion, you 
would type all the characters exactly as shown in the 
fixed-width font.

Italic text Indicates variables, including variable text. Variable text is used 
when dialog boxes or their components are unlabeled or have 
labels that change dynamically based on their current context. 
The wording of variable text does not exactly match what you 
see on your screen.

Italic type is also used for emphasis, for new terms, and for 
titles of documents.

Underlined text Indicates a default value in descriptions of Express language 
syntax.

UPPERCASE text Indicates Express commands and objects and acronyms.
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Formats for key combinations and sequences
Key combinations and key sequences appear in the following formats.

IF you see the format . . . THEN . . .

Key1+Key2, press and hold down the first key while you press the 
second key. 

For example: “Press Alt+Tab” means to press and hold 
down the Alt key while you press the Tab key.

Key1, Key2, press and release the keys one after the other. 

For example: “Press Alt, F, O” means to press and release the 
Alt key, press and release the F key, then press and release 
the O key.
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1
Introducing Personal Express

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter introduces the Express technology and Personal Express 6. All 
subsequent chapters in this manual are based on these basic concepts.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ System Overview

■ Personal Express 6 Features

■ The Client Side

■ How Clients Connect

■ Understanding Sessions

■ Finding Documentation

System Overview

Express technology
Express is a product that provides On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP) 
capabilities for use in Data Warehouses and Data Marts, both of which facilitate 
decision support and ad-hoc analysis. Managers, analysts, and planners use Express 
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products and customized applications in areas such as marketing, sales, finance, 
and executive decision making.

Express databases and the Express language
Express stores data as multidimensional objects in Express databases. At run time, 
Express brings the necessary data from one or more Express databases into an 
Express cache for OLAP processing. In addition, Express can access data in 
relational databases, bringing it into the Express cache only when it is needed.

Express features the Express language. The Express language is a stored procedure 
language (SPL) that is used by client applications to store, process, retrieve, and 
navigate data in Express databases. The Express language is documented in the 
Express Language Help.

Client applications use the Express language to access data in one Express database 
or several. Frequently, different types of data are stored in different databases.

Express 6 database management products
Express database management technology is implemented in two products:

■ Oracle Express Server 6 (hereinafter referred to as “Express Server”) uses 
state-of-the-art server technology and runs as a fully multithreaded service on 
Microsoft Windows NT and Unix platforms. It supports multiple instances, 
multiple users, and multiple simultaneous sessions, and provides access to both 
local and remote clients.

■ Personal Express 6 (hereinafter referred to as “Personal Express”) is a 
multithreaded Windows 95 or Windows NT application. Unlike Express Server, 
Personal Express supports only a single user and provides access only to local 
clients. Personal Express does support multiple simultaneous sessions.

Oracle Express Server and Personal Express are collectively referred to as 
“Express”.

User interface to Express
Neither Express Server nor Personal Express has its own user interface. Instead, 
user access to Express OLAP technology is available through a variety of Windows 
client applications. 
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Related information
For more information, see the following table.

Personal Express 6 Features

Single–user application
Personal Express is a single–user application. It should be installed and run under a 
local identity that has permission to write to the Windows Registry. The 
configuration settings for Personal Express are stored in a Registry location that is 
specific to the current user.

Modular nature of Personal Express 
Personal Express is implemented as a collection of dynamically linked, shareable 
libraries (Windows DLLs) known as modules. Some of these modules are required 
for Personal Express to work. Others support optional features and are required 
only if you want to use those features. 

IF you want documentation about . . . THEN see . . .

the Express language, the Express Language Help.

Express clients, ”The Client Side” on page 1-5 and ”How 
Clients Connect” on page 1-7.

Express Server, the appropriate Express Installation and 
Configuration Guide.

Express multidimensional data model, Part 1 of the Oracle Express Language 
Programming Guide
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Optional Personal Express modules
The optional modules for Personal Express are described in the following table.

Choosing optional modules
Depending on the installation options that you select when you install Personal 
Express, some or all of the optional modules are copied to your computer. Later, 
using the Express Configuration Manager, you can identify the modules that you 
actually want Personal Express to use.

Feature Description

Configuration (SNAPI server) Configures Personal Express so that it can accept 
SNAPI (Structured N-Dimensional Application 
Interface) connections from Oracle’s OLAP client 
applications and third-party applications. If you do not 
configure Personal Express as a SNAPI server, you must 
configure it as an XCA server.

Configuration (XCA server) Configures Personal Express so that it can accept XCA 
(Express Communications Architecture) connections 
from Personal Express 5 and Express Server. If you do 
not configure Personal Express as an XCA server, you 
must configure it as a SNAPI server.

Shell Command support Allows the user to execute operating system commands 
from within the Personal Express environment by using 
the SHELL command.

16-bit Direct Call Allows local 16-bit clients to connect to Personal 
Express with SNAPI.

External DLL Call Allows Personal Express sessions to invoke functions 
that are defined in external libraries.

SQL Out (OCI) Supports communication between Personal Express 
and an Oracle Relational Database Management System 
(RDBMS) such as Oracle8.

SQL Out (ODBC) Supports communication between Personal Express 
and an ODBC data source. ODBC is Microsoft’s Open 
Database Connectivity API for Relational Databases.
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Personal Express administration tools
Personal Express is installed with the administration tools listed in the following 
table.

The Client Side

Personal Express clients
User access to Personal Express is available through the following types of client 
applications:

■ Oracle’s OLAP client applications

■ Custom applications that are created by the user or a third party

■ Personal Express 5

Oracle’s OLAP client applications
Oracle Corporation provides a number of OLAP client applications that run locally 
on the Windows desktop as clients of Personal Express. Through their graphical 
user interface, these applications enable the user to perform a wide variety of 
OLAP-based tasks.

Tool Purpose

Express Configuration Manager To define a module list and set configuration 
parameters for Personal Express.

Express Session Manager To monitor client sessions with Personal Express.
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Some examples of Oracle OLAP clients are listed in the following table.

Personal Express 5
You can use Personal Express 5 as a tool to debug applications that connect to 
Personal Express 6. For more information about using Personal Express 5 as a 
debugging tool, see the Oracle Express Language Programming Guide.

How clients communicate with Express
Client applications send scripts of Express language commands to Express. Express 
processes these commands and returns the results to the client application. Client 
applications may or may not provide users with direct access to the Express 
language.

In most cases, users specify the operations they wish to perform using the client 
application’s graphical user interface. The client application internally translates 
that operation into Express commands. In some cases, users can access a simulated 
“command line” and specify the exact syntax of the Express commands that they 
wish to send to Express for execution.

Oracle OLAP Client Description

Oracle Express Administrator Used to create Express databases and configure them 
for use with client applications, especially Oracle 
Express Analyzer and Oracle Express Objects.

Oracle Express Analyzer Used to create simple applications called briefings, 
which are used by analysts for ad-hoc query and 
analysis of Express data.

Oracle Express Objects Used to create OLAP applications and briefings that 
use Express data.

Oracle Express Relational Access 
Manager

Used to enable OLAP applications to access, 
manipulate, and display data that is stored in a 
relational database management system (RDBMS).

Oracle Express Spreadsheet 
Add-In

Used to access Express data in Microsoft Excel.

Oracle Financial Analyzer Used for reporting, analyzing, and modeling financial 
data.

Oracle Sales Analyzer Used for reporting, analyzing, and modeling sales, 
marketing, and production data.
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The complete syntax for each Express command is provided in the Express 
Language Help system.

How Clients Connect

What is a connection?
A connection is a conversation between a given client process and Personal Express. 
For Personal Express 6, the connection may be managed by Structured 
N-Dimensional Application Interface (SNAPI) or Express Communications 
Architecture (XCA).

Note: Personal Express does not accept connections from Web applications.

SNAPI connections
SNAPI is a C-language interface to Express. Client applications can use SNAPI in 
most Windows programming environments that support calls to C functions in 
DLLs (for example, Visual Basic and C++).

Client applications use SNAPI to transmit Express language commands to Express 
and to receive the results.

Personal Express accepts only local SNAPI connections. That is, the client 
applications must be running on the same computer with Personal Express.

XCA connections
XCA is a peer-to-peer communications protocol that allows two Express processes 
to engage in a dialog. In an XCA dialog one Express process can execute Express 
commands in the other Express process, and the client is the Express process that 
initiates the connection. XCA uses TCP/IP and socket communications. Through 
XCA, Personal Express 6 can both initiate and accept multiple, simultaneous 
connections:

■ Personal Express 6 can initiate either local or remote connections to Express 
Server.

■ Personal Express 6 accepts only local connections.
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However, Personal Express cannot initiate connections and accept connections at 
the same time. In other words:

■ If Personal Express has initiated one or more XCA connections, it cannot accept 
XCA connections.

■ If Personal Express has accepted one or more XCA connections, it cannot 
initiate XCA connections.

Related information
For more information, see the following table.

Understanding Sessions

What is a session?
Whether a client connection is initiated through SNAPI or XCA, Personal Express 
identifies a session for its interaction with that client. The session provides a logical 
context in which Personal Express executes Express language commands. 

A session usually exists within the context of a connection. Ordinarily, each client’s 
session is private. That is, Personal Express ensures that it is not affected by the 
activities of other clients. For example, one client might want two decimal places 
displayed in all reports while another might require four, so Personal Express 
ensures that each session has its own setting for the number of decimal places.

IF you want documentation about . . . THEN see . . .

Express Server, the appropriate Express Installation and 
Configuration Guide.

SNAPI connections, the Oracle Express SNAPI Guide.

XCA connections from Express 6, the Oracle Express Language Programming 
Guide.

using Personal Express 5 as a debugging 
tool,

the Oracle Express Language Programming 
Guide.

XCA connections from Personal Express 5, the Personal Express 5.0 Communications Guide.

the Express language, the Express Language Help.

Express-client configurations, the Oracle Express Language Programming 
Guide.
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Session sharing
In some circumstances, two related clients might need to work within the same 
session. To make this possible, you can configure Personal Express to support the 
sharing of sessions. When Personal Express is configured to support session 
sharing, its clients may invoke an Express language function to make their sessions 
shareable. 

Session management
When a client requests a connection, Personal Express establishes a session. Under 
normal circumstances, the session executes until it is closed by the client. In cases of 
abnormal termination, the session must be aborted by a system administrator using 
Express Session Manager.

Related information
For more information, see the following table.

IF you want documentation about . . . THEN see . . .

Express sessions, ■ Chapter 4.

■ the Express Session Manager Help 
system

■ the Express Language Help system

■ Oracle Express Language Programming 
Guide

session sharing, ■ the “SessionSharing setting” topic in the 
Express Configuration Manager Help 
system

■ the “SHARESESSION function” and 
“SESSIONQUERY function” in the 
Express Language Help system

■ Oracle Express Language Programming 
Guide

Express Session Manager, ■ the Express Session Manager Help 
system

■ Chapter 4 
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Finding Documentation

Documentation provided with Personal Express
The following documentation is installed with Personal Express: 

■ A context-sensitive Windows Help system for the Personal Express control is 
installed in the directory in which the Personal Express executable resides.

■ This manual, the Personal Express Installation and Configuration Guide, as an 
Adobe Acrobat Portable Document Form (PDF) file named peinstal.pdf.

■ Context-sensitive Windows Help systems for the Personal Express control and 
for the Personal Express administration tools. These help systems are installed 
in the directory where the administration tool resides. 

Additionally, the Personal Express 6 CD contains a free Windows version of the 
Adobe Acrobat Reader and a doc subdirectory that contains the following 
subdirectories:

■ The relnotes subdirectory contains the release notes for this release of 
Personal Express. The release notes include the hardware and software 
requirements for the release, a list of features new to this release, a list of client 
products and versions compatible with this release, tips for installing and 
configuring the new software, tips for upgrading an existing installation, and a 
list of known issues in this release.

■ The pdfdocs subdirectory contains manuals and technical notes, in PDF form. 
It also contains a file named contents.pdf that acts as a table of contents for 
all of the documentation provided with Personal Express.

■ The misc subdirectory contains other documentation files; for example the 
explang.hlp file for the Express Language Help system.

Procedure: View Help
The following procedure describes how to view the Help for the Personal Express 
control or the Personal Express administration tools.

Step Action

1 In the program group for Personal Express, double-click on the shortcut for  
Personal Express or the administration tool.

2 Press F1 or choose Help.
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To view the Express Language Help, in Windows Explorer, double-click the 
explang.hlp file.

Related information
For more information, see the following table.

IF you want documentation about . . . THEN see . . .

configuration modules, including XCA and 
SNAPI,

”How Clients Connect” on page 1-7.

SHELL command, the “SHELL Command” topic in the Express 
Language Help system.

calls to external functions, ■ Personal Express 6 release notes

■ “DEFINE EXTCALL Command” and 
“EXTARGS Function” topics in the 
Express Language Help system.

SQL access, Chapter 6.

installing Personal Express, Chapter 2.

using the Personal Express administration 
tools,

Chapter 4.

changing the module list for Personal 
Express, 

”Redefining the Module List” on page 4-6.
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2
Installing Personal Express

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter explains how to install Personal Express and its administration tools. It 
tells you how to prepare for the installation, how to complete the installation, and 
how to perform an uninstall.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Before You Begin

■ Installation Directories

■ Deciding What to Install

■ Installation Procedures

■ Uninstalling Personal Express

Before You Begin

Installation checklist
Before installing Personal Express , you should determine the answers to the 
following questions:

■ Are you logged in as the user who will run Personal Express?
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■ Do you need to access databases that were created in Personal Express 5?

■ What is the path of the Oracle home directory?

■ What exactly do you want to install?

Also, if you have an existing Express installation running, you must shut it down.

Where to get information to help you answer the checklist questions
The following table outlines where you can get information to answer the 
installation checklist questions.

Step-by-step instructions for installing Personal Express are provided in 
”Installation Procedures” on page 2-6.

Installation Directories

Overview
Oracle Installer (hereinafter referred to as “Installer”) establishes several directories 
on your computer for the Personal Express installation.

Oracle home directory
The Oracle home directory is the location under which all Oracle products are 
installed on a given host. There are separate Oracle home directories for 16- and 

IF you want documentation about . . . THEN see . . .

the user identity for installing and 
running Personal Express,

”Single–user application” on page 1-3 and 
”Login identity” on page 3-8.

migrating from Personal Express 5 to 
Personal Express 6,

the Oracle Express Database Administration 
Guide.

Oracle home directory and other 
installation directories,

”Installation Directories” on page 2-2.

guidelines to help you decide what to 
install,

”Deciding What to Install” on page 2-3.

stopping Personal Express, ”Starting and Stopping Personal Express” on 
page 3-2.
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32-bit applications. Oracle Corporation recommends that you use the same Oracle 
home directory for all Oracle products of the same “bitness” on a given host.

Personal Express is a 32-bit application. Consequently, when you are installing 
Personal Express and are prompted for the name of the Oracle home directory, you 
should specify the name of the Oracle home directory for 32-bit applications.

Important: Redefining the Oracle home directory during Personal Express 
installation can lead to problems at runtime for previously installed Oracle 
products. If you do change the Oracle home directory, please review the value in 
use after the Personal Express installation to make sure existing products will 
continue to run. Do not use a user’s home directory as the Oracle home directory.

OLAP home directory
The OLAP home directory is the olap subdirectory of the Oracle home directory.  
Installer copies files directly into this directory and its subdirectories.

Personal Express installation directory
The Personal Express installation directory is located in the OLAP home directory 
for 32-bit applications. Personal Express is installed in pexxxx, where xxx are the 
digits that represent the release level of Personal Express. 

Deciding What to Install

Overview
When you are installing Personal Express, Installer offers you a number of choices 
about what you want to install and what type of installation you want to perform. 
To make the appropriate choices, you need to answer the following questions:

■ Do you want to install the client support files?

■ What features of Personal Express do you want to install?

■ Do you want to install any additional products?

This topic provides information that you can use to answer these questions. 
Step-by-step instructions for installing the products are given in ”Installation 
Procedures” on page 2-6.
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Personal Express Package
The Personal Express Package consists of the Personal Express component and 
client support files.

Personal Express component
When you install the Personal Express component, Installer actually installs:

■ Personal Express itself and the Personal Express control that you can use to 
start, stop, and pause Personal Express.

■ The Personal Express administration tools: Express Configuration Manager and 
Express Session Manager.

■ This manual, the Personal Express Installation and Configuration Guide, in Acrobat 
PDF format.

■ The Express Language Help.

Installer also creates a program group for Personal Express that includes shortcuts 
for these products.

Client support files
The client support files are Express databases required by Oracle Express 
Administrator (hereinafter referred to as “Administrator”), Oracle Express 
Analyzer, and Oracle Express Objects. The client support files are democode.db, 
xademo.db, xpadmin.db, xpdb.db, xpddcode.db, and xpdddata.db.

Installer supports the installation of both 2.1 and 6.2 client support files. The client 
support files are installed in the pecxxx subdirectory, where xxx are the digits that 
represent the release level of Administrator. The pecxxx subdirectory is located in 
the service subdirectory of the Personal Express installation directory.

Note: You must install Personal Express before you can install the client support 
files. 

Determining the installation procedure
Personal Express is implemented as a collection of dynamically linked, shareable 
libraries (Windows DLLs), which are known as modules. Some of these modules are 
required for Personal Express to work. Others support optional features and are 
required only if you want to use those features. These modules are described in 
”Personal Express 6 Features” on page 1-3.
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If you want to install all of the Personal Express optional modules and only the 6.2 
version of the client support files, you can install the Personal Express Package. In 
all other cases, you need to install the Personal Express component and the client 
support files separately.

The exact installation procedure that you choose depends on the features of 
Personal Express that you want to support as outlined in the following table.

For the step-by-step instructions for performing these installations, see ”Installation 
Procedures” on page 2-6.

Step Action

1 Install the Personal Express component. Use the information in the following 
table to select the type of installation.

IF you want to install . . . THEN perform a . . .

all of the optional Personal 
Express modules,

typical installation of the Personal 
Express component.

all of the optional Personal 
Express modules except for the 
SQL modules,

typical (No SQL components) 
installation of the Personal 
Express component.

some of the optional Personal 
Express modules,

Custom installation of the 
Personal Express component.

2 Install the Client Support files. Use the information in the following table to 
select the type of installation.

IF you want to install . . . THEN perform a . . .

only 6.2 Client Support files, Typical installation of the Client 
Support files.

only 2.1 Client Support files, or 
both the 2.1 and 6.2 Client Support 
files,

Custom installation of the Client 
Support files.
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Related information
For more information, see the following table.

Installation Procedures

Overview
This section provides step-by-step procedures for the following types of 
installations:

■ Installation of the Personal Express Package

■ Typical installation of the Personal Express component

■ Typical (no SQL components) installation of the Personal Express component

■ Typical installation of the client support files

■ Custom installation of the client support files

■ Installation of related products

Before performing a procedure, review the information in ”Before You Begin” on 
page 2-1 and ”Deciding What to Install” on page 2-3.

Procedure: Installation of the Personal Express Package
To install the Personal Express Package, use the following procedure.

IF you want documentation about . . . THEN see . . .

documentation provided with Personal 
Express,

”Finding Documentation” on page 1-10 .

Personal Express optional modules, ”Personal Express 6 Features” on page 1-3.

Step Action

1 Verify that you have completed all the requirements specified in ”Before You 
Begin” on page 2-1.

2 Insert the Personal Express CD in the CD-ROM drive of your computer.

3 Start the Installer by executing the command 
x:Win32/installation/orainst.exe,  where x is the CD-ROM drive of 
your computer.
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Procedure: Typical installation of the Personal Express component
To perform a typical installation of only the Personal Express component, use the 
following procedure.

4 When prompted, specify the language for the installation.

5 When prompted, specify the path of the Oracle home directory for 32-bit 
products. If this Oracle home directory is already defined, it will appear in the 
text box automatically. 

For information on identifying the location of the Oracle home directory, see 
”Installation Directories” on page 2-2.

6 In the Software Asset Manager dialog box, you will see a list of products 
available for installation and a list of products already installed in the Oracle 
home directory.

Select Personal Express Package and choose Install.

7 In the Personal Express Package dialog box, the components of the Package are 
displayed. All the components are initially selected for installation.

Choose OK.

Note: The components of Personal Express are interdependent. Installer will 
install the components in the proper order.

8 Installer performs a typical installation of the Package components you have 
selected.

Installer creates a program group for Personal Express. Installer then displays a 
scrollable list of informational messages.

9 Before terminating, Installer redisplays the Software Asset Manager dialog box, 
allowing you to install additional Oracle products at this time.

10 Close Installer.

Step Action

1 Follow Steps 1 - 5 in ”Procedure: Installation of the Personal Express Package” 
on page 2-6.

2 In the Software Asset Manager dialog box, you will see a list of products 
available for installation and a list of products already installed in the Oracle 
home directory. 

Double-click on Personal Express Package. The components of the Package are 
displayed.

Step Action
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Procedure: Typical (No SQL components) installation of the Personal Express 
component

To install a typical installation (no SQL components) of Personal Express, use the 
following procedure.

3 Select Personal Express and then choose Install. The Install Option dialog box 
appears.

4 In the Install Option dialog box, choose Typical.

5 Installer performs a typical installation of the Personal Express component.

Installer creates a program group for Personal Express. Installer then displays a 
scrollable list of informational messages.

6 Before terminating, Installer redisplays the Software Asset Manager dialog box, 
allowing you to install additional Oracle products at this time.

7 Close Installer.

Step Action

1 Follow Steps 1 - 5 in ”Procedure: Installation of the Personal Express Package” 
on page 2-6.

2 In the Software Asset Manager dialog box, you will see a list of products 
available for installation and a list of products already installed in the Oracle 
home directory. 

Double-click on Personal Express Package. The components of the Package are 
displayed.

3 Select Personal Express and then choose Install. The Install Option dialog box 
appears.

4 In the Install Option dialog box, choose Typical (No SQL components).

5 The installation of Personal Express is now complete.

Installer creates a program group for Personal Express. Installer then displays a 
scrollable list of informational messages.

6 Before terminating, Installer redisplays the Software Asset Manager dialog box, 
allowing you to install additional Oracle products at this time.

7 Close Installer.

Step Action
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Procedure: Custom installation of the Personal Express component
To perform a custom installation of Personal Express, use the following procedure.

Step Action

1 Follow Steps 1 - 5 in ”Procedure: Installation of the Personal Express Package” 
on page 2-6.

2 In the Software Asset Manager dialog box, you will see a list of products 
available for installation and a list of products already installed in the Oracle 
home directory. 

Double-click on Personal Express Package. The components of the Package are 
displayed.

3 Select Personal Expresss and then choose Install. The Install Option dialog box 
appears.

4 In the Install Option dialog box, choose Custom.

5 If you have a pre-existing Personal Express 6 installation on the host, choose 
whether to discard everything and start over, adjust Personal Express’s role as a 
SNAPI or XCA server, or adjust optional modules. (For more information, see 
”Modifying an existing installation of Personal Express” on page 2-10.)

6 In the Personal Express Configuration dialog box, choose one of the following 
options:

■ Configure as SNAPI server

■ Configure as XCA server

■ Configure as SNAPI and XCA server

7 In the Optional Modules Configuration dialog box, select the optional modules 
you want to install.

For descriptions of the optional modules, see ”Personal Express 6 Features” on 
page 1-3.

8 The custom installation of Personal Express is now complete.

Installer creates a program group for Personal Express. Installer then displays a 
scrollable list of informational messages.

9 Before terminating, Installer redisplays the Software Asset Manager dialog box, 
allowing you to install additional Oracle products at this time.

10 Close Installer.
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Modifying an existing installation of Personal Express
If you already have a working installation of Personal Express and you start a 
custom installation, Installer displays the Re-Install Configuration dialog box. At 
this time, you can add or remove modules and reconfigure Personal Express for 
SNAPI and XCA connections.

Procedure: Typical installation of the client support files
To install only the 6.2 client files for Personal Express, use the following procedure.

Step Action

1 Follow Steps 1 - 5 in ”Procedure: Installation of the Personal Express Package” 
on page 2-6.

2 In the Software Asset Manager dialog box, you will see a list of products 
available for installation and a list of products already installed in the Oracle 
home directory. 

Double-click on Personal Express Package . The components of the Package are 
displayed.

3 Select Client Support files and then choose Install. The Install Option dialog 
box appears.

4 In the Install Option dialog box, choose Typical.

5 Installer installs the 6.2 Client Support files.

6 Before terminating, Installer redisplays the Software Asset Manager dialog box, 
allowing you to install additional Oracle products at this time.

7 Close Installer.
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Procedure: Custom installation of the client support files
To install only the 6.2 client files for Personal Express or both the 2.1 and 6.2 client 
support files for Personal Express, use the following procedure.

Installing related products
After installing Personal Express, Installer redisplays the Software Asset Manager 
dialog box. Using this dialog, you can install additional Oracle products at this time. 
For example, you can install Oracle Express Relational Access Manager and SNAPI.

For more information about installing Relational Access Manager and SNAPI, see 
the following table:

Step Action

1 Follow Steps 1 - 5 in ”Procedure: Installation of the Personal Express Package” 
on page 2-6.

2 In the Software Asset Manager dialog box, you will see a list of products 
available for installation and a list of products already installed in the Oracle 
home directory. 

Double-click on Personal Express Package. The components of the Package are 
displayed.

3 Select Client Support files and then choose Install. The Install Option dialog 
box appears.

4 In the Install Option dialog box, choose Custom.

5 Select the versions of the Client Support files that you want to install.

6 Installer installs the versions of the Client Support files that you selected in Step 
5.

7 Before terminating, Installer redisplays the Software Asset Manager dialog box, 
allowing you to install additional Oracle products at this time.

8 Close Installer.

IF you want documentation about . . . THEN see . . .

SNAPI, the Oracle Express SNAPI Guide.

Relational Access Manager ■ the Relational Access Manager Help 
system

■ Oracle Express Relational Access Manager 
User’s Guide
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Uninstalling Personal Express

Overview
You use the Installer to uninstall Personal Express or any of its components. You 
should not attempt to uninstall by simply deleting directories.

The uninstall process
When uninstalling, Installer performs several steps. For example, Installer:

■ Unregisters the item with Installer, so that the item will no longer be displayed 
with the installed products listed in the Software Asset Manager dialog box. 

■ Might modify information in the Windows registration file.

■ Deletes most of the program files.

Note: Files and directories
When uninstalling Personal Express, Installer does not delete the installation 
directory. Moreover, if any files have been created in esextend or estemp, they are 
not removed and the subdirectories remain. In general, any user-created files and 
the subdirectories that contain them remain.

Interdependent products
Installer will not let you uninstall a product on which other installed products 
depend. For example, if you wish to uninstall Personal Express, you must first 
uninstall the client support files.

Shutting down Personal Express
Before initiating an uninstall of Personal Express or any of its dependent products, 
you should shut down Express as explained in ”Starting and Stopping Personal 
Express” on page 3-2.
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Procedure: Uninstalling Personal Express
To uninstall the Personal Express package or any of its components from your 
system, use the following procedure.

Step Action

1 Insert the Personal Express CD in the CD-ROM drive of your computer.

2 Start the Installer by executing the command 
x:Win32/installation/orainst.exe,  where x is the CD-ROM drive of 
your computer.

3 When prompted, specify the language for Installer.

4 When prompted, specify the path of the Oracle home directory for 32-bit 
products. If this Oracle home directory is already defined, it will appear in the 
text box automatically. 

For information on identifying the location of the Oracle home directory, see 
”Installation Directories” on page 2-2.

5 In the Software Asset Manager dialog box, you will see a list of products 
available for installation and a list of products already installed in the Oracle 
home directory.

Select the components that you want to remove from the list of products already 
installed and then choose Remove.

6 Before terminating, Installer redisplays the Software Asset Manager dialog box, 
allowing you to install or remove additional Oracle products at this time.

7 Close Installer.
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3
Starting, Stopping, and Pausing Personal

Express

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter explains how to start, stop, and pause Personal Express, how to pass 
startup parameters to Personal Express, and how to fix common startup problems.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Introducing the Personal Express Control

■ Starting and Stopping Personal Express

■ Pausing Personal Express

■ Specifying Startup Parameters

■ Fixing Startup Problems

Introducing the Personal Express Control

What is the Personal Express control?
In the Personal Express program group, there is a shortcut named “Personal 
Express” that represents the executable for Personal Express.
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When you double-click on this shortcut, the Personal Express control is displayed. 
This is the only visual representation of Personal Express.

You can use the Personal Express control to explicitly start, stop, and pause Personal 
Express.

Procedure: Minimize the Personal Express control at startup
By default, when you double-click on the Personal Express shortcut, the Personal 
Express control is displayed in its standard size. If, instead, you want the Personal 
Express control to appear as a button on the Windows Toolbar, follow the procedure 
outlined below.

Starting and Stopping Personal Express

Overview: Starting and stopping Personal Express
There are several ways that Personal Express can be started and stopped:

■ You can start Personal Express using a DOS command. This is the way that 
most client applications start Personal Express.

■ You can explicitly start, stop, and pause Personal Express by using the Personal 
Express control as described in ”Pausing Personal Express” on page 3-3.

■ Personal Express automatically stops when the last client connection closes if 
you specify the AUTOSHUTDOWN startup parameter in the Windows shortcut 
for Personal Express.

Explicitly starting Personal Express when it is stopped
If Personal Express is stopped, you can start it, as you would any Windows 
application, by double-clicking on the shortcut for Personal Express. 

Step Action

1 Right-click on the shortcut for Personal Express.

2 Choose Properties. The Windows Personal Express Properties dialog box is 
displayed.

3 Select the Shortcut tab.

4 In the Run drop-down list box, select Minimized.
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Explicitly stopping Personal Express when it is running
If Personal Express is running, you can stop it, as you would any Windows 
application, by closing the Personal Express control.

Handling transactions when you stop Personal Express
A transaction is a single exchange between a client and Personal Express. Whether 
Personal Express waits for current transactions to complete before it stops, depends 
on the Stopped option that is selected when you close the Personal Express control. 

By default, when Personal Express stops, it waits for current transactions to 
complete. If you want Personal Express to interrupt current transactions by 
stopping immediately, change the default Stopped setting in the Personal Express 
control.

Pausing Personal Express

Overview
You can use the Personal Express control to pause, restart, and stop Personal 
Express.

Procedure: Pause Personal Express
The Personal Express control provides the option of pausing Personal Express. You 
can initiate a pause whenever Personal Express is in a running state by taking the 
following steps.

Personal Express remains in a paused state until you either restart it or stop it.

Note: When you pause Personal Express, the current transactions are always 
completed before the pause goes into effect.

Step Action

1 Open the Personal Express control. The traffic light in the Current State box is 
green because Personal Express is running.

2 In the Select Desired State box, choose Paused and then Set State. The traffic 
light in the Current State box is yellow because Personal Express is paused.
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Procedure: Start Personal Express when it is paused
If Personal Express is paused, you can restart it by taking the following steps.

Procedure: Stop Personal Express when it is paused
If Personal Express is paused, you can stop it by taking the following steps.

Specifying Startup Parameters

Overview: Startup parameters for Personal Express
You can specify the following parameters when you start up Personal Express:

■ Database arguments

■ INFILE parameter

■ NOSYSAUTOGO parameter

■ AUTOSHUTDOWN parameter

Step Action

1 Switch to the Personal Express control. The traffic light in the Current State box 
is yellow because Personal Express is paused.

2 In the Select Desired State box, choose Running then, Set State. The traffic light 
in the Current State box is green because Personal Express is running.

Step Action

1 Switch to the Personal Express control. The traffic light in the Current State box 
is yellow because Personal Express is paused.

2 In the Select Desired State box, choose one of the Stopped options:

■ Stopped (Do not interrupt running transactions)

■ Stopped (Interrupt running transactions)

3 In the Select Desired State box, choose Set State. The traffic light in the Current 
State box is red because Personal Express is stopping.

Once Personal Express stops, the Personal Express control closes.
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Procedure: Specify startup parameters for Personal Express
To specify startup parameters for Personal Express, take the following steps.

Database arguments
You can pass database arguments to Personal Express at startup. You can use any 
arguments of the Express language DATABASE command, except for the 
ALLOCATE, DETACH, LIST, PASSWORD, FILESIZE, and VALIDATE keywords. 
The syntax below lists some of the arguments you can use.

Syntax
In the Target box of the Windows Personal Express Properties dialog box, you can 
specify one or more of the following arguments.

NOAUTOGO
AUTOGO program-name
RW EXCLUSIVE WAIT
RW WAIT
RW NOWAIT
RO
database-name

For a complete list and explanation of what these arguments do, see the topic for 
the DATABASE command in the Express Language Help system.

Example
The following argument open the XADEMO database in read-only mode

xademo ro

Step Action

1 Right-click on the shortcut for Personal Express.

2 Choose Properties. The Windows Personal Express Properties dialog box is 
displayed.

3 Select the Shortcut tab.

4 At the end of the value in the Target box, add a space and a slash and the 
startup parameter. For example to start Personal Express with the 
AUTOSHUTDOWN parameter, specify:

 /AUTOSHUTDOWN
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INFILE parameter
The INFILE startup parameter causes Personal Express to read an input file when 
starting up.

Syntax
In the Target box of the Windows Personal Express Properties dialog box, use the 
following syntax.

INFILE filespec [NOEOFEXIT]

The filespec argument specifies the simple name of a file located in a directory 
identified by the ServerDBPath setting (for example, init.inf) or a full path name 
(for example, d:\finapps\init.inf).

The NOEOFEXIT keyword (abbreviated NOE) causes the Personal Express process 
to continue running after it has finished processing the input file. Unless you use 
the NOEOFEXITkeyword, Personal Express stops automatically when the input file 
finishes executing.

Example
In this example, the DATABASE and INFILE parameters are used to open the 
FINANCE database and execute the commands in the NEWDATA.INF input file. 
After the commands in NEWDATA.INF have executed, Personal Express stops.

finance infile newdata.inf

The INFILE parameter and AUTOGO programs
The input file can contain commands or data required by the AUTOGO program of 
a database attached at startup. The input file and the AUTOGO program can 
interact in the following ways:

■ If the AUTOGO program requires input, Personal Express reads the input file 
for it.

■ If the AUTOGO program does not require input, Personal Express reads the 
input file after the AUTOGO program has finished executing. Each line of the 
input file is interpreted as a command.

■ If the database does not have an AUTOGO program or no database is attached 
at startup, Personal Express reads the input file and interprets each line as a 
command.
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NOSYSAUTOGO parameter
The NOSYSAUTOGO startup parameter prevents the system startup program from 
running. The system startup program is named _AUTOGO, and is stored in 
EXPRESS.DB. The _AUTOGO program normally executes as soon as Personal 
Express starts, before it opens any sessions.

If you use NOSYSAUTOGO, Personal Express might not work as documented. Do 
not use this keyword unless you have looked at the code for the _AUTOGO 
program and understand exactly what it does.

Syntax
In the Target box of the Windows Personal Express Properties dialog box, use the 
following syntax.

NOSYSAUTOGO

You can also use the abbreviation NOS.

Example
The following parameter prevents execution of the system _AUTOGO program.

nosysautogo

AUTOSHUTDOWN parameter
The AUTOSHUTDOWN startup parameter specifies that Personal Express will 
automatically stop when the last client connection closes.

In the Target box of the Windows Personal Express Properties dialog box, use the 
following syntax.

AUTOSHUTDOWN

Fixing Startup Problems

Factors that affect startup
Startup problems can be caused by:

■ Your login identity.

■ Incorrect value for the ServerInitializationMilliseconds setting in Express 
Configuration Manager.
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■ Incorrect value for the PageBufferCount setting in Express Configuration 
Manager.

■ Personal Express cannot locate one or more required software modules or 
express.db. 

Login identity
In order to start Personal Express, you must be logged into your computer as the 
same user who installed Personal Express. Normally this should be a local account. 
The configuration settings for Personal Express, established at installation time, are 
stored in a Registry location that is specific to the current user.

ServerInitializationMilliseconds setting
The ServerInitializationMilliseconds setting in Express Configuration Manager 
controls the amount of time Personal Express has to complete its software 
initialization before timing out. It prevents Personal Express from waiting 
indefinitely if a problem is preventing it from starting.

The amount of time Personal Express needs to start up depends on the size and 
speed of the machine on which it runs and the resource demands of other processes 
that are running simultaneously. Additionally, a change in the AUTOGO program 
in express.db can increase the amount of time needed for initialization.

If you are unable to start Personal Express because it is timing out, you should 
increase the value of ServerInitializationMilliseconds. For more information, see the 
topic for the setting in the Express Configuration Manager Help system.

PageBufferCount setting
The PageBufferCount setting controls the size of the memory cache that Personal 
Express allocates on startup. If you have trouble starting up Personal Express, verify 
that the value of PageBufferCount is appropriate for your system and that it is in 
proper relation to the FreePageHighCount, FreePageLowCount, and 
ModifiedPageCount settings. 

If the relationships between these settings are incorrect, or if the value of 
PageBufferCount is too large for your system, Personal Express will not start up.  
For more information, see the topics for those settings in the Express Configuration 
Manager Help system.
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4
Administering Personal Express

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter explains how to configure Personal Express using its administration 
tools, manage Personal Express sessions, and troubleshoot in the Personal Express 
environment.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Introducing the Administration Tools

■ Viewing and Terminating Sessions

■ Sharing Sessions

■ Redefining the Module List

■ Changing the Configuration Settings

■ Configuring Personal Express When Installed with Express Server

■ Optimizing Database Paging

■ Personal Express Event Log
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Introducing the Administration Tools

What are the administration tools?
You administer Personal Express using its administration tools. These are described 
in the following table.

Running the administration tools
The Personal Express installation creates a Personal Express program group. The 
Personal Express program group includes shortcuts for Express Session Manager 
and Express Configuration Manager. To run either of these tools double-click on the 
tool’s shortcut.

The Personal Express program group also includes a shortcut named “Personal 
Express” that you can use to start Personal Express.

Related information
For more information, see the following table.

Tool Purpose

Express Session Manager To monitor client sessions with Personal Express.

Express Configuration Manager To define a module list and set configuration 
parameters for Personal Express.

IF you want documentation about . . . THEN see . . .

an administration tool, the Help system for that tool.

Within the tool, you can access the Help from 
a menu or from a Help button on a dialog 
box. In many cases, you can select an item on 
a dialog box and press F1 to view the Help 
topic for that item.

running Personal Express, Chapter 3.

installing the administration tools, Chapter 2.
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Viewing and Terminating Sessions

Express Session Manager features
Express Session Manager allows you to do the following:

■ View a list of sessions that are active in Personal Express.

■ View various properties of individual sessions.

■ Terminate one or more sessions.

Viewing a list of sessions
You can view a list of the Personal Express sessions. You can view all or a subset of 
the sessions. For example, you can restrict the view to SNAPI or XCA sessions. 

Viewing session properties
Once you have created a list of sessions, you can highlight them one at a time and 
see various properties of that session displayed in the Express Session Manager 
window. Session properties include the following:

■ Current state of the session

■ Type of connection (that is, SNAPI or XCA) being used by the session

■ Time when the session started

■ Statistics about transactions between the client and Personal Express

Terminating a session
When a client requests a connection, Personal Express establishes a session. Under 
normal circumstances, the session executes until it is closed by the client. In cases of 
abnormal termination, you must abort the session using Express Session Manager.

With Express Session Manager, you can terminate an individual session without 
stopping Personal Express and thus terminating any other sessions that might be 
currently active.
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Procedure: Terminate one or more sessions
To terminate one or all of the sessions in the session list, take the following steps.

Related information
For more information, see the following table.

Sharing Sessions

Overview
Which databases a session may attach depends on whether or not the database is 
currently attached in another session, and if so, how it is attached.

Definition: Shared sessions
In some circumstances, two related clients might need to work within the same 
session. For example, to debug many Express programs you must have a SNAPI 
connection and an XCA connection, both sharing the same session.

By default all sessions can be made shareable. However, if you consider this 
situation to be a security risk, you can use Express Configuration Manager to 

Step Action

1 Open Express Session Manager.

2 From the Session menu, choose Terminate Selected or Terminate All in View.

IF you want documentation about . . . THEN see . . .

Personal Express sessions, ■ ”Understanding Sessions” on page 1-8.

■ the “Express Session Manager Dialog 
Box” and “Obtaining Information About 
a Session” topics in the Express Session 
Manager Help system.

modifying the session list, the “Modifying the Session List” topic in the 
Express Session Manager Help system.

terminating a Personal Express session, the “Terminating a Session” topic in the 
Express Session Manager Help system.
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change the SessionSharing setting to NO. This prevents any session from being 
shared.

Even if the SessionSharing setting is set to YES, a given session is not shareable 
unless the first client connected to it has explicitly made it a shared session using 
the SHARESESSION function in the Express language.

Making a session shareable
To share a session, clients use the following process.

Note: Clients working together in a shared session must be careful because any 
environment changes that are made by one client are experienced by the other.

Related information
For more information, see the following table.

Stage Description

1 The first client establishes a session.

2 The first client makes the session shareable and obtains the session identifier 
using the SHARESESSION function.

3 The first client gives the session identifier to the second client.

4 The second client makes a connection that specifies the session identifier and 
gains access to the original session.

IF you want documentation about . . . THEN see . . .

Express language system commands, the Express Language Help system.

sharing sessions, ■ the topic for the SHARESESSION 
function in the Express Language Help 
system.

■ the topic for the SessionSharing setting 
in the Express Configuration Manager 
Help system.
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Redefining the Module List

What is a module list?
Personal Express is implemented as a collection of dynamically linked, shareable 
libraries (DLLs) known as modules. Some of these modules are required for Personal 
Express to work. Others support optional features and are required only if you want 
to use those features.

The module list identifies the set of modules, as well as the order in which the 
modules will be loaded when Personal Express starts running. The module list for 
Personal Express is created initially during Personal Express installation. After 
installation, you can view and change the module list using Express Configuration 
Manager.

Procedure: Displaying the module list
To display the module list, take the following steps.

What modules should be in the list
Your module list should contain all the modules needed to provide the necessary 
level of support for your client applications, without incurring additional overhead 
with unused features. For example, if Personal Express does not need to support 
ODBC or XCA, you can remove the ODBC and XCA modules from the module list.

Adding and deleting modules
You can use Express Configuration Manager to add or remove a module from the 
module list. For more information, see the “Adding a New Module” and 
“Removing a Module” topics in the Express Configuration Manager Help system.

Note: If you did not install support for an option that you now want to provide, you 
will need to rerun Oracle Installer, specify a “custom installation,” and use the 
Re-Install Configuration dialog box to obtain the additional modules. 

Step Action

1 Open Express Configuration Manager.

2 Choose Edit Module list. The Edit Module List Dialog Box is displayed.
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Applying the new module list
The new module list takes effect when you restart Personal Express. For 
information or restarting Personal Express, see ”Starting and Stopping Personal 
Express” on page 3-2.

Related information
For more information, see the following table.

Changing the Configuration Settings

What are the configuration settings?
The configuration settings in Express Configuration Manager control and define the 
behavior of Personal Express in many ways. For example, you can specify the 
search path for database files, the Personal Express identifier for SNAPI clients, the 
port number for XCA clients, and so forth. Default values are provided for all the 
configuration settings. 

The configuration settings are on different tabs in the Edit Settings dialog box of 
Express Configuration Manager. The following table outlines the tabs that are 
available.

IF you want documentation about . . . THEN . . .

a specific module, in the Edit Module List dialog box of Express 
Configuration Manager, select a module and 
press F1.

managing the module list, in Express Configuration Manager Help, 
search for the following topics:

■ “Adding a New Module”

■ “Personal Express Modules”

■ “Removing a Module”

Tab Description

Drive There are no settings on this tab. Personal Express uses the Windows drive 
settings.

Exceptions The settings on this tab control how Personal Express handles exceptions 
that may occur within Express sessions.
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When to change the settings
In most cases, you will want to put Personal Express into use with the default 
settings and adjust them only after you have identified a particular area that needs 
improvement. 

You also need to change some settings when you install both Personal Express and 
Express Server on the same Windows NT computer. For more information, see 
”Configuring Personal Express When Installed with Express Server” on page 4-9.

Applying new configuration information
The configuration settings take effect when Personal Express starts. To apply the 
new settings, restart Personal Express. For more information on restarting Personal 
Express, see ”Starting and Stopping Personal Express” on page 3-2.

Where are the configuration parameters stored?
Express Configuration Manager stores the configuration parameters for Personal 
Express in the Windows Registry.

File I/O The settings on this tab control I/O activity and specify the paths of files 
that are used by Personal Express.

Identifiers The settings on this tab specify identifiers that are used by the transport 
layer encapsulated by SNAPI or XCA.

Locale The settings on this tab specify how Personal Express maps single-byte 
characters that it sends to and receives from foreign character sets.

Memory The settings on this tab control how Personal Express manages memory.

Paging The Express Paging Manager manages a shared cache of database pages in 
memory. You can use the settings on the Paging tab to tune the 
performance of the Paging Manager.

Process 
control

The settings on this tab control how long Personal Express may take to 
start up or shut down before timing out.

Security The setting on this tab controls whether or not Personal Express can use the 
SHELL command.

Session The settings on this tab control session-specific behavior.

Tab Description
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Important: Oracle Corporation recommends that you always use Express 
Configuration Manager to modify the configuration information for Personal 
Express.

Related information
For more information, see the following table.

Configuring Personal Express When Installed with Express Server

Installing Personal Express with Express Server
Personal Express and Express Server have the same default values for two 
configuration settings. Consequently, when you install both Personal Express and 
Express Server on the same Windows NT computer, you need to change the default 
values for one of these products.

The settings that you need to reconfigure are listed below:

■ XCAPortNumber

■ ServerObjectId

XCAPortNumber setting
The XCAPortNumber setting provides XCA clients with a unique identifier for 
Personal Express. The default value of this setting is 6543. This number identifies 
the “well known” port number that Personal Express monitors to accept incoming 
XCA requests. 

IF you want documentation about . . . THEN . . .

a specific configuration setting, in the Edit Settings dialog box of Express 
Configuration Manager, select the setting and 
press F1.

managing configuration settings, in Express Configuration Manager Help, 
search for the following topics:

■ “Customizing Personal Express”

■ “Personal Expresss Configuration 
Settings”
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When Personal Express and Express Server exist on the same Windows NT 
computer, you must take the following actions:

■ Change the XCAPortNumber setting for one of the products. 

■ XCA clients typically use the default value of the XCAPortNumber setting to 
connect to Express. Consequently, you must ensure that XCA clients who want 
to connect to the product whose port number has been changed use its new, 
unique port number instead of the default.

ServerObjectId setting
The ServerObjectId setting provides SNAPI clients with a unique identifier for 
Personal Express. The default value of the ServerObjectId setting is the same for 
both products.

When Personal Express and Express Serverr exist on the same Windows NT 
computer, you must take the following actions:

■ Change the default value of ServerObjectId setting for one of the products. 

■ SNAPI clients typically use the default value of the ServerObjectId to connect to 
Express. Consequently, you must ensure that  SNAPI clients who want to 
connect to the product whose identifier has been changed must use its new, 
unique UUID instead of the default.

Optimizing Database Paging

The Paging Manager and the Page Pool
A page is a 4k unit of storage for Express databases. The Paging Manager, which is a 
module required for Personal Express, manages a shared cache of database pages in 
memory known as the Page Pool.

The Paging Manager reads database pages on disk into the Page Pool when they are 
needed by an Express session, writes pages back to disk, and maintains a reserve of 
free page buffers in the Page Pool.

Within the Page Pool, the same database page may be accessed by several sessions. 
However, only one session may have write access to the page at one time.  
Additionally, before one session can access the changes made in another session, the 
session that made the changes must save the pages and the other session must 
reattach to the changed database.
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Tuning the Paging Manager
You can tune the behavior of the Paging Manager by modifying the settings on the 
Paging tab of Express Configuration Manager. The paging settings are interrelated; 
you should check their Help topics to ensure that any values you specify maintain 
the appropriate relationship with the other settings.

By tuning the Paging Manager, you may be able to improve the performance of 
Personal Express. The values you provide for the paging settings will depend on a 
number of factors, such as:

■ Hardware configuration 

■ Logical and physical memory

■ The number of applications running on the host

■ The number and types of client applications that will typically run against 
Personal Express

Page Pool size
The amount of memory allocated for the Page Pool when Personal Express starts up 
is determined by the setting of the PageBufferCount setting in Express 
Configuration Manager. The value of PageBufferCount is specified in 4k pages.

By default, the initial size of the Page Pool is either one-quarter of physical memory 
or one-quarter of the process address space, whichever is smaller. You can check the 
event log PEXEvent.log to determine the actual value that is assigned to 
PageBufferCount on startup.

Adjusting the Page Pool size
To change the amount of memory that is allocated for the Page Pool when Personal 
Express starts up, specify a new value for the PageBufferCount setting in Express 
Configuration Manager.

Before changing the value of PageBufferCount, you should read its Help topic.

How the Paging Manager reclaims cache memory
The Paging Manager uses the services of two dedicated threads to reclaim cache 
memory:

■ The Collector thread maintains a reserve of free page buffers in the Page Pool. 
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■ The Modified Page Writer thread writes modified pages to disk.

The Collector
The Collector creates free page buffers by the releasing least-recently used pages 
from the Page Pool. The Collector thread wakes up when the number of free page 
buffers falls to the number specified by the FreePageLowCount setting in Express 
Configuration Manager. Once awakened, the Collector continues to create free page 
buffers until the reserve is back up to the number that is specified by the 
FreePageHighCount setting in Express Configuration Manager .

Adjusting the behavior of the Collector
In Personal Express, the default values of FreePageHighCount and 
FreePageLowCount are appropriate for single CPU systems. When their values are 
NA, the defaults are in effect.

To adjust the behavior of the Collector, edit the FreePageLowCount and 
FreePageHighCount settings. For example, if you have a multiple CPU system, you 
can improve performance by changing the values of FreePageHighCount and 
FreePageLowCount as described in the Help topics for FreePageHighCount and 
FreePageLowCount.

The Modified Page Writer
By default, the Paging Manager writes modified database pages to disk only at 
update time. However, Express offers the option of using a Modified Page Writer 
thread. 

If Express uses a Modified Page Writer thread,  then:

■ When modified pages are owned with read/write access by a session, Express 
writes them to the database. 

Note: Unless you explicitly save the changes, Express discards them when the 
database is detached or the connection with Express closes. You can explicitly 
save the changes by using the Express language UPDATE command or by 
indicating that you want the changes saved when you detach the database.

■ When modified pages are owned with read-only access, Express writes them to 
the temporary database file EXPTEMP. Read-only modified pages remain in 
EXPTEMP until they are read back into the cache or the session ends.
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Specifying the use of a Modified Page Writer thread
By specifying that you want Express to use a Modified Page Writer thread, you can 
reduce the time required for database updates and the time required for the 
Collector thread to reach the FreePageHighCount threshold. 

To specify that you want the Paging Manager to use a Modified Page Writer thread, 
specify a nonzero value for the ModifiedPageWriterSleep setting of Express 
Configuration Manager. The value that you specify determines the time (in 
milliseconds) that the Modified Page Writer thread sleeps after writing a modified 
database page to disk. When the ModifiedPageWriter thread wakes up, it writes 
another page to disk.

Definition: Generation
A generation is to the state of a database between updates. Each UPDATE command 
from an Express session creates a new generation. Sessions attaching the same 
database between updates share the same generation.

Managing database pages within generations
The GPSBtreeMax and GPSBTreeMiss settings control the way the Paging Manager 
keeps track of database pages within generations. By default, these settings specify 
the use of generational btrees as the method of accessing shared database pages 
within generations.

Generational btrees offer the advantage of speed, but they use a great deal of 
memory. You will need to evaluate the relative time-to-memory tradeoff for your 
installation. In cases where many clients are connected to Personal Express and 
performing multiple updates over a long period of time, you may not want to use 
generational btrees, or you may want to limit their size. 
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Related information
For more information, see the following table.

Personal Express Event Log

What is the event log?
Personal Express stores informational messages and error messages in an event log 
named PEXEvent.log. You can consult this log to check the status of Personal 
Express or to troubleshoot a problem.

Location of the event log
By default, the PEXEvent.log is stored in the log subdirectory under the Personal 
Express installation directory. 

You can specify a different location for the log in the EventLogPath setting in 
Express Configuration Manager. For more information, see the topic for the 
EventLogPath setting in Express Configuration Manager Help system.

Viewing the event log
To view the event log, open PEXEvent.log in your text editor.

IF you want documentation about . . . THEN see . . .

tuning the Paging Manager, the topics for the Paging tab settings in the 
Express Configuration Manager Help system.

updating and concurrent access to 
Express databases,

■ Oracle Express Language Programming 
Guide

■ the “UPDATE command” and 
“DATABASE command” topics in the 
Express Language Help system
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5
Working with Database Files

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter explains how to access databases and manage database files.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Understanding Personal Express Database Files

■ Accessing Databases

■ Setting Search Paths

■ Managing Temporary Files

■ Managing Extension Files

Understanding Personal Express Database Files

Overview
The basic organizational unit of Personal Express is the database. An Express 
database is a cache in which clients processes create and store the objects that 
support multidimensional analysis. Express objects include dimensions, variables, 
relations, models, and programs. An Express program is equivalent to a stored 
procedure.
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Internal organization
The internal organization of Express databases is controlled by clients. Client 
applications use Express language commands to create new databases and create 
and manipulate objects within databases. 

External organization
Externally, Express databases are controlled by the Windows file system. Depending 
on its size and on whether or not it is currently in use, an Express database may 
consist of one or several files.

Types of files
Personal Express manages databases by creating and using the following types of 
files.

Database file size
The maximum size of any of the component files of a database is 2 gigabytes. 
Clients may specify a smaller maximum size at database create time by specifying 
the FILESIZE keyword with the DATABASE command.

Be sure to distinguish file size from database size; a database may be made up of 
many files.

File Type File Name Description

main database 
file

dbname.db The file created on disk when a Personal 
Express session executes a DATABASE 
CREATE command.

database 
extension files

dbname.001,

dbname.002,

dbname.003 ...

When the main database file grows to its 
maximum size, Personal Express creates 
a database extension file. Personal 
Express can create multiple extension 
files as needed.

database 
temporary files

exptemp_xxxxxxx.db Personal Express creates an exptemp file 
and uses it for temporary storage while 
the database is attached in one or more 
sessions.
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The database list
Each session that is active within Personal Express can have multiple databases 
attached. The Express command DATABASE LIST returns the list of databases 
attached within the session. Sample output of a DATABASE LIST command is 
shown below.

test      R/W UNCHANGED /doc1/oesguest/test.db
demo      R/O UNCHANGED /doc1/oracle/olap/oes620/service/demo.db
express   R/O UNCHANGED /doc1/oracle/olap/oes620/service/express.db
             (1 other users reading)

Related information
For more information, see the following.

IF you want documentation 
about . . . THEN see . . .

defining databases, ■ the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide

■ the topic for the DATABASE command in the Express 
Language Help system.

working with databases, the Oracle Express Language Programming Guide.
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Accessing Databases

Database sharing
When attaching a database, a client process may request one of the following attach 
modes.

Database wait time
The DefaultDBWaitTime setting (Paging tab of Express Configuration Manager) 
specifies the length of time in seconds that Express will wait for a database to 
become available.

Clients can set the Express language option DBWAITTIME to override the default 
wait time for their session.

Setting Search Paths

Default working directory
In general, Personal Express looks for and creates databases in the current working 
directory for the session. 

Attach Mode Description

read-only The client requests read-only access to the database (default). If read-only 
access is granted, the client’s changes will be visible only within the 
session and will not be saved when the database is detached. 

While this client has read-only access, other clients may also have 
read-only access and one other client may have read/write access.

read/write The client requests read/write access to the database. If read/write access 
is granted, the client’s changes will be saved upon UPDATE.

While this client has read/write access, other clients may have 
simultaneous read-only access. The readers can only see the changes 
made by the writer if they detach and reattach the database.

exclusive The client requests exclusive read/write access to the database. If 
exclusive access is granted, the client’s changes will be saved upon 
UPDATE.

While this client has exclusive access, there can be no other simultaneous 
readers or writers.
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The working directory is the first directory specified by ServerDBPath.

Session-specific working directory
Individual sessions can use the Express CHDIR command to change the default 
working directory for the session. When a session specifies its own working 
directory, it can create database files in nondefault locations without specifying a 
full path name. 

Database search paths
Database files can reside in any directory that is accessible to Personal Express. The 
three types of database files (main file, extension files, and EXPTEMP files) reside in 
three separate directories. You can change the database search paths used by 
Personal Express by modifying the appropriate settings on the File I/O tab of 
Express Configuration Manager. Individual sessions can specify their own search 
paths for main database files and extension files by setting the appropriate Express 
language options.

The following table summarizes the tools for specifying database search paths.

Important: Specify express.db in the search path
The express.db file must reside at the first path specified for ServerDBPath. If 
not, Personal Express will not start up.

Important: Specify application-specific databases in the search path
You must ensure that the databases required by client applications are specified in 
the default search paths for Personal Express. If not, users should be sure to specify 
DBSEARCHPATH, and possibly DBEXTENDPATH, within their applications.

If a database does not reside in a location specified by the database search path, a 
session can still access it by specifying the full path name. 

File Type
System Default Search  Path 

specified in ...
Session-Specific Search  

Path specified in ...

main database file ServerDBPath setting DBSEARCHPATH option

database extension files ExtensionFilePath setting DBEXTENDPATH option

EXPTEMP files SessionTempFilePath setting -------
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Related information
For more information, see the following.

Managing Temporary Files

Overview
Express Configuration Manager provides several settings that you can use to 
control how Personal Express will handle temporary database files.

Extension files for EXPTEMP databases
When an EXPTEMP database grows beyond its maximum allowable size 
(2 gigabytes), Personal Express creates an extension file. Personal Express create 
extension files for EXPTEMP databases in any subsequent directories that you 
specify for SessionTempFilePath. 

If Express sessions may be creating very large temporary files, you should be sure to 
specify additional paths in the path list for SessionTempFilePath. The additional 
paths should identify different volumes, which can be used if the first volume 
becomes full.

Controlling the growth of temporary files
Whenever an EXPTEMP database file needs to grow in size, Express increases its size 
by the number of pages specified in the TempFileExtendSize setting (Paging tab of 
Express Configuration Manager). By default, Express increases database files in 10 
page increments.

Individual sessions can override the value of TempFileExtendSize by specifying the 
DATABASE command with the EXTENDSIZE keyword.

IF you want 
documentation about . . . THEN see . . .

default search paths, the ServerDBPath, SessionTempFilePath, and 
ExtensionFilePath topics in the Express Configuration 
Manager Help system.

session-specific search 
paths,

the DBSEARCHPATH and DBEXTENDPATH topics in the 
Express Language Help system.
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Caching temporary files
You can configure Personal Express to cache unused EXPTEMP databases. This may 
optimize the performance of Personal Express when supporting many transient 
sessions.

The TempFileMinimumCount setting (Paging tab of Express Configuration 
Manager) specifies the number of unused EXPTEMP files that Personal Express will 
cache for reuse by future sessions.

If you do not specify a value for TempFileMinimumCount, Express deletes the 
EXPTEMP databases upon normal termination of the session.

If you specify a nonzero value for TempFileMinimumCount, Express will cache up 
to that number of unused EXPTEMP databases after their sessions are closed. When 
Personal Express caches an EXPTEMP file, it reduces its size to the value of the 
TempFileInitialSize setting (also on the Paging tab of Express Configuration 
Manager).

Recovering from a crash
If Express crashes with a database attached read/write, that database cannot be 
reopened on another machine until Express opens and closes it on the same 
machine that crashed. This is because the locking mechanism utilizes a record of the 
opener’s hostname. 

Related information
For more information, see Express Configuration Manager Help and Express 
Language Help (DATABASE command).

Managing Extension Files

Maximum file size
Express creates a database extension file when a database file reaches its maximum 
size. The maximum size of a database file is 2 gigabytes. Sessions may specify the 
FILESIZE keyword with the DATABASE command to create databases with a 
smaller maximum size.

Note that extension files are not typically needed because individual files can be 
quite large. Extension files are useful when databases are located on a small or 
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nearly full disk volume. For this reason, you should set ExtensionFilePath to a path 
on a different volume than the one identified by ServerDBPath.

Location of extension files
Express creates the first extension file in the first path listed for the 
ExtensionFilePath setting. It creates the second extension file in the second path 
listed, and so forth. If it creates more extension files than paths are listed, it circles 
back to the first path and goes through the list again.

Extension files and multiple sessions
The location where Personal Express creates database extension files is established 
by the ExtensionFilePath setting in Express Configuration Manager. 

Extension files are named with the main database name followed by an extension of 
001, 002, and so on. If more than one session is likely to create databases large 
enough to require extension files, there is a possibility that the extension files from 
one session might interfere with the extension files from another session. This could 
happen only in the unlikely case that both sessions use the same database name. 
Although this scenario is unlikely, it is prudent for Express clients that use very 
large databases to set the DBEXTENDPATH option.

If Personal Express cannot create an extension file
If, for any reason, Personal Express cannot create an extension file, it terminates the 
session. 

Related information
For more information, see the Express Configuration Manager Help and the topic 
for the DATABASE command in the Express Language Help.
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6
Accessing Relational Databases

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter describes the software components and configuration settings you 
need to establish a connection between Personal Express and a relational database.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Choosing a Connection Method

■ Setting Up a Connection

■ Configuring Personal Express

■ Setting Up Oracle Communications

■ Selecting and Installing an ODBC Driver

■ Defining ODBC Data Sources

■ Testing Your Configuration
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Choosing a Connection Method

Connection options
Personal Express supports two types of connections to relational databases:

■ OCI

■ ODBC

Definition: OCI
The Direct Oracle Call Interface™ (OCI) is an application programming interface 
(API) that allows applications such as Personal Express to issue SQL statements to 
an Oracle relational database management system (RDBMS). The OCI gives 
Personal Express the ability to perform the full range of operations that are possible 
with relational systems such as Oracle7 and Oracle8.

Definition: ODBC
ODBC is Microsoft’s Open Database Connectivity interface. It is a Windows 
convention for accessing files and databases. 

Availability of options
The connection you can use depends on the type of relational database you wish to 
access.

For connections to Oracle relational databases, OCI offers substantial benefits over 
ODBC, because you have access to the special features of Oracle, without the 
restrictions imposed by an ODBC driver. In addition, a direct connection is always 
faster and more reliable.

IF you are accessing . . . THEN you can use . . .

an Oracle database such as Oracle7 or Oracle8, OCI or ODBC.

a non-Oracle database, ODBC only.
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Limitations of ODBC
Because the ODBC convention supports only standard SQL, ODBC drivers do not 
support the nonstandard, special features that might be available in a particular 
RDBMS. In addition, Express imposes further restrictions with an ODBC 
connection, because of the differences among the various RDBMS. For example, 
Express does not support multiple-statement transaction processing through an 
ODBC connection; all changes are committed immediately.

Setting Up a Connection

Introduction
Once you have identified the type of connection that you need to set up, you must 
install and configure the various components that make up that connection.
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Diagram: OCI configuration
The following diagram illustrates the relationship between the various components 
of an OCI connection. Personal Express and the Oracle relational database can be on 
the same machine or two different machines with a network connection.
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Diagram: ODBC configuration
The next diagram illustrates the relationship between the various components of an 
ODBC connection. Personal Express and the relational database can be on the same 
machine or two different machines with a network connection.
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Procedure: Implementing a connection
The following table identifies the basic steps you need to perform to establish a 
connection between Personal Express and a relational database. Detailed 
instructions for these steps are provided in separate sections as needed.

Step Action

1 Verify that Personal Express is configured to provide the type of SQL connection 
that you need, either OCI or ODBC.

2 Install the communications interface provided for your relational database on 
the server where Personal Express is installed.

Note: For Oracle relational databases, the communications interface is named 
SQL*Net. Information about SQL*Net is provided in the topic ”Setting Up 
Oracle Communications” on page 6-8.

If you are using a different RDBMS, refer to its documentation about a 
communications interface.

3 Configure the communications interface with the information needed to access 
your relational database. 

Note: For Oracle relational databases, this information is called a “database 
alias.”

4 If you are accessing a non-Oracle relational database, establish an ODBC 
connection as follows.

Step Action

1 Install ODBC Administrator and an appropriate ODBC 
driver on the same computer where your SQL-enabled 
instance of Personal Express is running.

2 Define an ODBC data source.

5 Follow the directions provided with your Express client application for 
connecting to the relational database, using the communications setup that you 
established in the previous steps.

Important: Oracle Express Relational Access Administrator and Oracle Express 
Administrator require separate ODBC connections to the relational database in 
addition to the Personal Express connection. Refer to the installation 
instructions for those products.
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Configuring Personal Express

Requirements for SQL support
SQL support is an optional feature of Personal Express. You must make sure that 
your installation of Personal Express has been configured for the type of SQL 
connection that you plan to use, either ODBC or OCI.

Verification methods
You can verify the configuration in the following ways:

■ Open an interactive session with Personal Express and issue the following 
command.

show sql.dbmslist

This variable identifies the available types of SQL support.

■ Open an interactive session with Personal Express and issue the following 
command.

show eversion

Check the resulting list of modules.

■ Open Express Configuration Manager and examine the list of modules for your 
instance of Personal Express.

Required modules
Personal Express must have the following modules in its module list.

Related information
For information about the SQL.DBMSLIST and EVERSION options, search Express 
Language Help for these entries.

IF you are using . . . THEN Personal Express must be configured with . . .

OCI, ■ SQL Out module xwsqlout.dll.

■ Direct Oracle Call Interface module xwoci.dll.

ODBC, ■ SQL Out module sqlout.dll.

■ ODBC module xwodbc.dll.
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For information about configuring Personal Express, search Express Configuration 
Manager Help for the following topic: “Providing SQL Support.”

Setting Up Oracle Communications

Introduction
To communicate with an Oracle relational database, you must set up a SQL*Net 
connection.

SQL*Net is the communications software used by Oracle relational database 
management systems. It is provided on the installation media with Oracle relational 
server and client products.

If you are accessing a non-Oracle relational database, you will need to perform 
equivalent procedures to the ones described here, using the communications 
interface provided for that product.

SQL*Net requirements
You must have installed 32-bit SQL*Net Version 2.2 or later on the same machine 
where Personal Express is installed. The 16-bit versions of SQL*Net are not 
supported.

SQL*Net has both a server component and a client component, which must be 
compatible software versions. Check to make sure that a compatible version of 
SQL*Net is installed on the computer where Oracle7 or Oracle8 is running.

Definition: Database alias
Personal Express must have access to the following information about the target 
Oracle relational database:

■ Communications protocol

■ Host name

■ Database instance

This collection of information is given a name at the time it is defined so that you 
can refer to it easily. This name is the database alias, also called the connect string or 
server name.
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For example, if you want to connect to an Oracle8 database on a Unix machine, you 
might use a previously defined database alias named UnixSalesDB that specifies 
tcp protocol, Unix3 host, and orcl database instance.

Defining a database alias
Typically, the system administrator for your server machine will define all database 
aliases. This information is stored in a file named tnsnames.ora. On a Windows 
system, tnsnames.ora might be located in a directory such as 
c:\orawin\network\admin.

You can use the Oracle SQL*Net Easy Configuration utility to modify 
tnsnames.ora. Oracle Corporation recommends that you use the Easy 
Configuration utility instead of editing tnsnames.ora directly.

The SQL*Net Easy Configuration utility is installed in a program group with a 
name such as “Oracle for Windows NT” or “Oracle for Windows 95.”

Accessing default and nondefault databases
Personal Express uses a database alias to connect to an Oracle relational database. 
You do not need to specify the database alias if you want to connect to the default 
database on the same machine as Personal Express. 

To connect to a database other than the default database, you must specify the 
database alias.

Selecting and Installing an ODBC Driver

Introduction
Your satisfaction with your ODBC connection is greatly influenced by your choice 
of driver. Some drivers are supplied by the database vendor, while others are 
supplied by third-party vendors. Different vendors might provide drivers for the 
same relational database management system that offer very different levels of 
speed, reliability, and conformance with ODBC conventions. 

IF you are using . . . THEN specify the database alias in the . . .

OCI, Express SQL CONNECT statement or application-specific 
dialog box.

ODBC, definition of the ODBC data source.
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Recommended drivers
ODBC support in Personal Express is tested using Intersolv DataDirect™ and Oracle 
ODBC drivers. However, if you are connecting to an Oracle7 or Oracle8 database, 
you should use an OCI connection instead of ODBC.

Installing an ODBC driver
An ODBC driver must be installed on the computer on which Personal Express is 
running. Personal Express cannot use drivers that are installed on a client PC. 

You can download the appropriate Intersolv drivers from their Web site at 
www.intersolv.com.

If you wish to use different drivers, contact the vendor for installation instructions.

Requirements for selecting a driver
The following information is provided in the event that you wish to use a driver 
that is not specifically recommended for use with Personal Express. It will alert you 
to the issues surrounding your selection. 

ODBC drivers for use with Personal Express must have been compiled with ODBC 
2.5 or later. Earlier versions of ODBC for Windows systems cannot define SYSTEM 
data sources, which are required by Personal Express.

You can measure the level of support provided by a driver by its tier and 
conformance level. For specific information about a particular driver, refer to its 
documentation.

Multiple- and single-tier drivers
Different types of relational databases can support multiple-tier or single-tier 
drivers:

■ Multiple-tier drivers — An ODBC driver for a true RDBMS (such as Oracle8, 
Sybase, and Informix) is called a multiple-tier driver because it passes the SQL 
commands to the RDBMS for processing. You should be able to issue any 
standard SQL statement from Express to the RDBMS.

■ Single-tier drivers — A spreadsheet program like Excel does not use SQL 
internally, so its driver must translate SQL statements into file operations. This 
type of single-tier driver is often limited in the types of operations it can do. For 
example, a single-tier driver can execute SQL statements for reading data from 
a spreadsheet, but it might not be able to write data to the spreadsheet.
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Levels of conformance
Different drivers for the same relational database can vary significantly in their level 
of conformance with the ODBC conventions. There are two areas in which the level 
of conformance can be measured:

■ ODBC API

■ ODBC SQL grammar and data types

Within these two areas, the level of conformance can impose restrictions on the 
types of SQL statements and syntax that you can use in communicating with a 
relational database. When evaluating the suitability of a particular driver, you must 
look at the driver’s conformance level in both areas.

Express product requirements
The ODBC driver that you install on your server platform must have an adequate 
level of conformance for all Express client applications that are used at your 
installation. Express client products lose functionality, and might not work at all, if 
communications with the relational database are hindered by an ODBC driver with 
an inadequate compliance level. 

The following table identifies the minimum required compliance levels for Express 
client products.

Related information
For more information about ODBC, refer to the Microsoft ODBC Programmer’s 
Reference and SDK Guide.

Product ODBC API SQL Grammar

Oracle Express Objects level 1 core

Oracle Sales Analyzer level 1 core

Oracle Express Administrator level 2 core

Relational Access Administrator level 1 core

Relational Access Manager level 1 core
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Defining ODBC Data Sources

Definition: Data source
A data source is the data you want to access and the information needed to get to 
that data. When you define an ODBC data source, you begin by selecting the driver 
you want to use. Then you supply the information that the driver needs to access 
that data.

ODBC Administrator
You define a data source using Microsoft ODBC Administrator. This utility is 
supplied with the Windows operating system. However, when you install ODBC 
drivers, the installation will typically include a version of ODBC Administrator that 
is compatible with the drivers. Installation of the drivers may overwrite an existing 
version of ODBC Administrator.

Access rights to data sources
Each user of a particular instance of Personal Express has access to the same list of 
data sources. This is because access rights are determined by the system identity of 
Personal Express, and not by the individual identities of users connected to 
Personal Express.

To see the source list, connect to Personal Express using an Express client 
application. You can do one of the following: 

■ Use the graphical interface provided by the application for connecting to a SQL 
database. For example, in Administrator, choose SQL Connections from the 
Tools menu.

■ Open an Express Command window and issue a show odbc.sourcelist 
command. For example, in Administrator, choose Express Command from the 
Tools menu to open a window where you can issue Express commands 
interactively.

Of course, an individual’s ability to establish a connection to a particular data 
source on the list is controlled by that user’s ability to provide a valid user name 
and password. Client applications can get these credentials in a number of different 
ways, such as prompting on a session-by-session basis, or simply by accessing a file 
where a valid user identification is permanently stored.
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Requirements for data sources
You must define a data source on the same machine where Personal Express is 
installed. This data source must be defined as a SYSTEM data source; otherwise, 
you cannot be sure that Personal Express will have access rights to it. A SYSTEM 
data source is owned by the operating system rather than by an individual user. 
Only ODBC 2.5 and later ODBC Administrator tools are able to define SYSTEM 
data sources.

The relational database can be on a different computer from Personal Express. It can 
be on any remote computer satisfying the following requirements:

■ The operating system must allow remote access. For example, your relational 
database could be on a computer running Windows NT or Unix, but it could 
not be on a computer running Windows 3.1.

■ A communications link must exist between the computer where Personal 
Express is running and the relational database. For example, the database could 
be on an NT machine on the same Windows network, or on a Unix machine 
with a TCP/IP connection.
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Procedure: Defining a system data source
Follow these steps to define a system data source on Windows NT.

Step Action

1 From the Windows Control Panel program group on the computer where Personal 
Express is installed, click on the ODBC icon.

Result: You see the Data Sources dialog box.

Example: The following figure shows the ODBC 2.5 Data Sources dialog box.

2 For ODBC 3.0, select the System DSN tab.

For ODBC 2.5, choose the System DSN button.

Result: You see the System Data Sources dialog box.

Troubleshooting tip: If you see neither a System DSN tab nor a button, then you are 
running an older version of ODBC Administrator. This probably indicates that you 
have installed older drivers that use ODBC 2.0 and are incompatible with Personal 
Express. Before continuing, you must install newer drivers that use ODBC 2.5 or 3.0.

3 Choose ADD.

Result: You see the Add Data Source dialog box.

Example: The following figure shows the ODBC drivers installed on a Windows NT 
system.
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Testing Your Configuration

Introduction
To make sure that your communications are set up correctly, you must open 
communications with the relational database. Express does not test the 
configuration until it receives a SQL CONNECT command.

You can use the facilities of the Express client software you are using or issue 
Express commands, as shown in the following examples. Refer to the SQL 
command entry in Express Language Help for additional syntax options.

Example: OCI connection
The following are sample Express commands that you might use to connect to an 
Oracle8 database. In this example, “scott” is the user ID and “tiger” is the password 
for access to Oracle8.

sql.dbms = ’oracle’
sqlmessages = yes
sql connect ’scott’ identified by ’tiger’

4 Choose the appropriate driver from the list; then choose OK.

Note: The list of installed ODBC drivers contains all of the drivers that are installed on 
the computer. It may contain drivers that cannot be used with Express products.

Result: The dialog box that you see next depends on the driver that you selected.

5 Type the required information into the dialog box.

6 Choose OK.

Result: You return to the System Data Sources dialog box. 

7 Choose Close.

Result: You return to return to the Data Sources dialog box.

8 Choose Close.

Result: The ODBC Administrator tool closes.

Step Action
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Example: ODBC connection
The following are sample Express commands that you might use to connect to a 
Sybase database. In this example, “mary” is the user ID and “sunshine” is the 
password for access to Sybase.

sql.dbms = ’odbc’
sqlmessages = yes
odbc.source = ’Sybase11’
sql connect mary identified by sunshine
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7
Supporting Single-Byte Character

Translation

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter explains how to configure Personal Express to translate single-byte 
character data between formats used by external data sources and the format used 
internally by Express.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Understanding Character Sets

■ When to Configure Your System

■ How to Configure Your System

■ Determining the Character Sets

■ Creating the Translation Tables

■ Instructing Express to Use the Tables

■ Sample Translation Tables
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Understanding Character Sets

Character sets and code pages
A character set is an ordered set of characters in which a numeric index (called a 
code point value) is associated with each character. Computer systems use character 
sets to define an internal format for representing data.

The composition of a given character set is dependent on language and operating 
environment. For example, French character sets contain accented characters not 
available in U.S. character sets. Moreover, the French character set for Windows 
differs from the French character set for Unix.

The character set specific to a language and operating system is sometimes called a 
code page.

ASCII character sets
ASCII and EBCDIC are two general types of character sets. Many of the same 
characters are represented in ASCII and EBCDIC, but in different locations within 
the table.

Two common types of ASCII character sets are OEM and ANSI. 

Hi-ASCII characters
In the ASCII character set, the decimal codes between 32 and 127 are relatively 
standard. However, in most ASCII code pages, characters with codes above 127 are 
nonstandard. Foreign characters, such as the British Pound-Sterling symbol and the 
German umlaut are typically represented in this range. ASCII characters with codes 
above 127 are often called “Hi-ASCII” characters.

Code page identifiers
System-specific character sets, or code pages, are identified with numbers. For 
example, OEM code page 437 corresponds to “MS-DOS Latin U.S.” and OEM code 
page 850 corresponds to “MS-DOS Latin 1.” 
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When to Configure Your System

Overview
Whether or not you need to configure Personal Express for single-byte character 
translation depends on how clients will use Personal Express. You will need to 
consider such questions as:

■ Will clients connect using SNAPI or XCA? 

■ Will clients load data into Express from relational databases? Where will the 
relational databases reside?

■ Will clients load data into Express from files? Where will the files reside?

Internal character set
Personal Express uses an ANSI character set. The specific ANSI code page used by 
your Personal Express installation depends on the host platform (Win 95 or NT) and 
the language of the installation.

External character set
When Personal Express reads data from an external data source, that data may be 
based on a different character set than the one being used by Express. 

Similarly, Personal Express may write data based on its own internal character set to 
an external data source that uses a different character set. 

When translation is needed
Different internal and external character sets may cause problems with displaying 
data. 

Data display problems are apt to occur in situations where the mechanism you use 
for viewing Express data is not the same mechanism that was used for loading the 
data into Express. 

For example, if you load data into Personal Express from an Oracle RDBMS and 
then use a client product such as Express Analyzer to view the data, you may see 
several meaningless characters in the output. Characters such as Pound-Sterling 
characters in the RDBMS may be displayed as boxes or question marks in Express 
Analyzer. When you start up the Oracle RDBMS and view the original data, the 
Pound-Sterling characters are properly displayed.
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This situation does not signal loss of data or database corruption. Rather, it is a 
symptom of different internal and external character sets.

When translation is not needed
If you use the same mechanism for loading and displaying Express data, differences 
between external and internal code pages do not cause a problem, and you do not 
need to perform any special configuration.

For example, Personal Express running on Windows 95 and Express Server running 
on HP-UX use different character sets. However, if these two processes are partner 
sessions in an XCA dialog, and Personal Express loads data into Express Server, 
then displays the data on the Windows desktop, the data should be correctly 
displayed.

Single-byte character data
If your system is based on single-byte character data, rather than on multi-byte 
character data, you can configure Personal Express to perform the proper 
translation between character sets, enabling Express data to display according to its 
original format.

How to Configure Your System

I/O mechanisms in Express
Personal Express can use the following I/O mechanisms to transfer data to and 
from external data sources.

I/O Description External Data

File I/O Express commands such as FILEREAD, INFILE file

EIF operations Express IMPORT and EXPORT commands EIF file

XCA XCA communications partner session

SNAPI SNAPI communications Windows client

SQL Express SQL command RDBMS
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Translation tables and I/O mechanisms
You can configure Personal Express to use a pair of translation tables for all 
single-byte data exchanged using a given I/O mechanism. The pair consists of one 
translation table for inbound data and one translation table for outbound data.

The translation table pairs for each I/O mechanism are specified in the following 
settings on the Locale tab of Express Configuration Manager.

Additionally, you can specify translation tables for upper- and lower-case letters in 
the DefaultCaseTranslateTable setting.

Note: With the single exception of the DefaultCharacterSet setting, all the settings 
on the Locale tab of Express Configuration Manager are for specifying single-byte 
character translation tables. The DefaultCharacterSet setting is for systems based on 
multi-byte characters only.

Building the tables
No translation tables are provided with Personal Express. You will need to design 
and build the translation tables required by the various client applications that will 
use Personal Express.

Once you have set up the tables and configured Personal Express to use them, the 
translation process will operate transparently to the end user.

Later in this chapter, you will find sample translation tables that you may adapt for 
your own purposes.

I/O Mechanism Translation Tables Specified in

File I/O (FILEREAD, FILEPUT, INFILE, etc) DefaultFileTranslateTable

EIF operations (IMPORT, EXPORT) DefaultEIFTranslateTable

XCA DefaultXCATranslateTable

SNAPI DefaultSNAPITranslateTable

SQL DefaultSQLTranslateTable
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Procedure: Basic Steps
The following table outlines the general procedure for configuring Personal Express 
to support single-byte character translation.

These steps are described in detail in the sections that follow.

Determining the Character Sets

Internal and external character set
Incoming data must be translated from its external form into the internal form used 
by Personal Express. Outgoing data must be translated from the internal form used 
by Personal Express to the appropriate external form.

■ The internal character set is the one used by Personal Express.

■ The external character set is the one used by the outside source or destination. 
For example, when Personal Express reads data from a text file, the external 
character set is the one used by the operating system in which the file was 
created.

Step Action

1 Determine how clients will use Personal Express.

2 Identify the internal character set being used by Personal Express.

3 Identify the external character set that will be generally used for each type of 
I/O activity.

4 Design a pair of translation tables for each type of I/O activity.

5 With a tool such as Administrator, use Express language commands to create 
the translation tables within express.db.

6 Identify the translation tables in the settings on the Locale tab of Express 
Configuration Manager.

7 Determine if clients will require additional tables (other than the defaults you 
have just created and specified).

8 Create additional tables as needed. Specify these tables with Express language 
commands in the client applications that will use them.
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Procedure: Determine the internal character set
Personal Express uses the ANSI character set that is specific to your language and 
Windows platform. To determine which ANSI character set is being used by 
Personal Express, you should consult your system documentation.

If you cannot locate this information in the documentation, use the following 
procedure.

Program that displays a list of characters
The following Express program displays the characters from 32 to 255.

DEFINE SHWCHARS PROGRAM
PROGRAM
variable _i integer
variable _hexdigit text
variable _hexvalue text
_hexdigit = ’0123456789ABCDEF’
_i = 32
while _i lt 256 
  do
  _hexvalue = extchars(_hexdigit, intpart(_i / 16) + 1, 1)
  _hexvalue = joinchars(_hexvalue, extchars(_hexdigit, -
rem(_i, 16) + 1, 1))
  show joinchars(’glyph for byte value \\x’ _hexvalue -
’ = ’ convert(_i byte))
  _i = _i + 1
  doend
END

Step Action

1 Using a tool such as Administrator, create an Express program that displays a 
list of characters. A sample program is shown below.

2 Run the program, using the OUTFILE command to send the output of the 
program to a text file.

3 To see the ANSI version of the characters, view the text file in an ANSI viewer, 
such as Notepad.
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Determine the external character set
Personal Express has five input and output mechanisms that translate between the 
internal and external character sets. The following table identifies the external 
character set for each mechanism.

Creating the Translation Tables

What is a translation table?
A translation table is a table with 256 cells. Express uses a translation table to locate 
incoming characters within its own internal character set. Express uses another 
translation table to locate outgoing characters within the external character set.

For each character in the source character set, Express looks in the corresponding 
location in the translation table. At that location is an index into the destination 
character set. 

For incoming data, the source is the external character set, and the destination is the 
internal character set. For outgoing data, the source is the internal character set, and 
the destination is the external character set.

What is a pair of translation tables?
You must create a pair of translation tables for each I/O mechanism requiring 
single-byte character translation.

The first translation table tells Express how to convert inbound data from the 
external character set to the internal character set. The second translation table tells 
Express how to convert outbound data from the internal character set to the 
external character set.

I/O Type External Character set

File I/O Character set used by the operating system that created the file.

EIF operations Character set used by the Express process that created the EIF file.

XCA Character set used by the partner session.

SNAPI Character set used by the Windows client system.

SQL Character set used by the RDBMS.
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Where are the translation tables stored?
You store each pair of translation tables in the _XLTABLE variable of the 
express.db file.

The _XLTABLE variable is dimensioned by the _XLTID dimension. Before creating 
each pair of tables, choose a unique identifier for them. Specify that identifier as a 
new value of the _XLTID dimension. 

The identifier in the _XLTID dimension is the same identifier you specify for the 
configuration settings on the Locale tab of Express Configuration Manager. For 
example, if the OEMANSI value in the _XLTID dimension identifies a pair of tables 
for converting data to and from files, you would specify OEMANSI as the value of 
the DefaultFileTranslateTable setting.

How are the translation tables organized?
Each dimensioned value of the _XLTABLE variable consists of a two-line TEXT 
value. Each line is 256 bytes long.

The first line is the table that Express will use to translate inbound data, and the 
second line is the table that Express will use to translate outbound data. 

Translation tables for case conversion
You can specify a pair of translation tables to convert letters between upper- and 
lowercase. 

In this situation, the first table specifies the lowercase to uppercase conversion, and 
the second table specifies the uppercase to lowercase conversion. 

Example: Translation table commands
The following Express commands show how to store a pair of translation tables 
called OEMANSI.

maintain _xltid add ’OEMANSI’
_xltable(_xltid ’OEMANSI’) = joinlines(-
joinchars(-
’\x00\x01\x02\x03\x04\x05\x06\x07\x08\x09\x0A\x0B\x0C\x0D\x0E\xA4’-
’\x10\x11\x12\x13\xB6\xA7\x16\x17\x18\x19\x1A\x1B\x1C\x1D\x1E\x1F’-
’\x20\x21\x22\x23\x24\x25\x26\x27\x28\x29\x2A\x2B\x2C\x2D\x2E\x2F’-
’\x30\x31\x32\x33\x34\x35\x36\x37\x38\x39\x3A\x3B\x3C\x3D\x3E\x3F’-
’\x40\x41\x42\x43\x44\x45\x46\x47\x48\x49\x4A\x4B\x4C\x4D\x4E\x4F’-
’\x50\x51\x52\x53\x54\x55\x56\x57\x58\x59\x5A\x5B\x5C\x5D\x5E\x5F’-
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’\x60\x61\x62\x63\x64\x65\x66\x67\x68\x69\x6A\x6B\x6C\x6D\x6E\x6F’-
’\x70\x71\x72\x73\x74\x75\x76\x77\x78\x79\x7A\x7B\x7C\x7D\x7E\x7F’-
’\xC7\xFC\xE9\xE2\xE4\xE0\xE5\xE7\xEA\xEB\xE8\xEF\xEE\xEC\xC4\xC5’-
’\xC9\xE6\xC6\xF4\xF6\xF2\xFB\xF9\xFF\xD6\xDC\xA2\xA3\xA5\x50\x83’-
’\xE1\xED\xF3\xFA\xF1\xD1\xAA\xBA\xBF\xAC\xAC\xBD\xBC\xA1\xAB\xBB’-
’\xA6\xA6\xA6\xA6\xA6\xA6\xA6\x2B\x2B\xA6\xA6\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B’-
’\x2B\x2D\x2D\x2B\x2D\x2B\xA6\xA6\x2B\x2B\x2D\x2D\xA6\x2D\x2B\x2D’-
’\x2D\x2D\x2D\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\xA6\x5F\xA6\xA6\xAF’-
’\x61\xDF\x47\x70\x53\x73\xB5\x74\x46\x54\x4F\x64\x38\x66\x65\x6E’-
’\x3D\xB1\x3D\x3D\x28\x29\xF7\x98\xB0\xB7\xB7\x76\x6E\xB2\xA6\xA0’)-
joinchars(-
’\x00\x01\x02\x03\x04\x05\x06\x07\x08\x09\x0A\x0B\x0C\x0D\x0E\x0F’-
’\x10\x11\x12\x13\x14\x15\x16\x17\x18\x19\x1A\x1B\x1C\x1D\x1E\x1F’-
’\x20\x21\x22\x23\x24\x25\x26\x27\x28\x29\x2A\x2B\x2C\x2D\x2E\x2F’-
’\x30\x31\x32\x33\x34\x35\x36\x37\x38\x39\x3A\x3B\x3C\x3D\x3E\x3F’-
’\x40\x41\x42\x43\x44\x45\x46\x47\x48\x49\x4A\x4B\x4C\x4D\x4E\x4F’-
’\x50\x51\x52\x53\x54\x55\x56\x57\x58\x59\x5A\x5B\x5C\x5D\x5E\x5F’-
’\x60\x61\x62\x63\x64\x65\x66\x67\x68\x69\x6A\x6B\x6C\x6D\x6E\x6F’-
’\x70\x71\x72\x73\x74\x75\x76\x77\x78\x79\x7A\x7B\x7C\x7D\x7E\x7F’-
’\x5F\x5F\x2C\x9F\x2C\x2E\x2B\xD8\x5E\x25\x53\x3C\x4F\x5F\x5F\x5F’-
’\x5F\x60\x27\x22\x22\x07\x2D\x2D\x7E\x54\x73\x3E\x6F\x5F\x5F\x59’-
’\xFF\xAD\x9B\x9C\x0F\x9D\xDD\x15\x22\x63\xA6\xAE\xAA\x2D\x72\x5F’-
’\xF8\xF1\xFD\x33\x27\xE6\x14\xFA\x2C\x31\xA7\xAF\xAC\xAB\x5F\xA8’-
’\x41\x41\x41\x41\x8E\x8F\x92\x80\x45\x90\x45\x45\x49\x49\x49\x49’-
’\x44\xA5\x4F\x4F\x4F\x4F\x99\x78\x4F\x55\x55\x55\x9A\x59\x5F\xE1’-
’\x85\xA0\x83\x61\x84\x86\x91\x87\x8A\x82\x88\x89\x8D\xA1\x8C\x8B’-
’\x64\xA4\x95\xA2\x93\x6F\x94\xF6\x6F\x97\xA3\x96\x81\x79\x5F\x98’))

This pair of translation tables was created on an American PC running US Windows 
NT Version 4.0. The pair has the following characteristics:

■ The external character set is OEM.

■ The internal character set is ANSI.

■ The first translation table tells Express what characters to use when accepting 
incoming characters (from OEM to ANSI). This is an inbound table in which 
each cell holds an index into the internal character set.

■ The second translation table tells Express what characters to use when creating 
output characters (from ANSI to OEM). This is an outbound table in which each 
cell holds an index into the external character set.
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Procedure: Writing the translation tables
The following procedure describes how to create the contents of the translation 
tables.

Step Action

1 Obtain hardcopy listings of the internal and external character sets for this 
type of I/O activity.

2 Manually label the external character set as “external,” and label the internal 
character set as “internal.”

3 On two blank sheets of paper, create empty grids that contain 17 rows and 
17 columns each.

4 Label the grid for the incoming data as the “inbound translation table,” and 
label the grid for the outgoing data as the “outbound translation table.”

5 For each of the blank tables, write the characters 0-9 and A-F along the top 
row and down the first column. The following figure shows a portion of one 
of the tables.

6 In the external character set, locate the character in the first cell and note its 
hexadecimal position, which always begins with the letter “x,” such as x00. 

The following figure shows the at symbol (@) at position x00 in the external 
character set.
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7 In the internal character set, locate the corresponding character and note its 
hexadecimal position, such as xE1. 

The following figure shows the at symbol (@) at position xE1 in the internal 
character set.

8 In the inbound translation table, find the cell that corresponds to the position 
you noted in Step 6 and write the position from Step 7. For example, in cell 
00 of the inbound table, write xE1.

The following figure illustrates this correspondence.

Step Action
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9 In the outbound translation table, find the cell that corresponds to the 
position you noted in Step 7 and write the position from Step 6. For 
example, in cell E1 of the outbound table, write x00.

The following figure illustrates this correspondence.

10 Repeat Steps 6 through 9 for each character in the external character set.

Tips: For some characters in the external character set, you might not find 
exactly the same character in the internal character set. In such cases, select a 
character in the internal character set that can be a substitute for the 
character in the external character set.

Generally, the outbound table should be an exact inverse of the inbound 
table, so that characters that are brought into Express and then are written 
out again are unchanged by this “round-trip.”

Step Action
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Procedure: Storing the translation tables in Express
The following procedure shows how you could enter the tables you have written by 
hand into express.db. This procedure uses the sample identifier “XFRENCH” for 
the translation tables.

Step Action

1 Using a tool such as Express Administrator, create a personal database 
(mydb.db). Within the database, define an Express program (myprog).

2 Within the program, specify the command that assigns the values of your 
two translation tables to the _XLTABLE variable. Specify the inbound table 
first.

_xltable(_xltid ’XFRENCH’) = joinlines(-
joinchars(-
’\x00\x01\x02\x03 . . .
.
.
.
joinchars(-
’\x00\x01\x02\x03 . . .
.
.
.
...’))

3 Exit from Administrator.

4 In a text editor, create the following script of Express commands.

maintain _xltid add ‘xfrench’
dtb attach mydb
myprog
update

Save these commands in a text file (myfile ).

5 Stop Personal Express.

6 Make a backup copy of express.db .

7 Using operating system commands, make the express.db file read/write.

8 In the Windows shortcut for Personal Express, specify the following startup 
parameters.

rw express infile myfile

9 Start Personal Express.
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Instructing Express to Use the Tables

Defining multiple translation tables
You can define any number of translation table pairs and store them in 
express.db. Express can use any one of the following mechanisms to determine 
which, if any, of these tables to use for a given I/O activity:

■ Server-specific default — the tables specified for this I/O type in the server 
configuration.

■ Session-specific default — the tables specified in the session for this I/O type.

■ Command-specific default — the tables specified in an individual Express 
command.

The system defaults
Once you have defined your translation tables and stored them in Express, you can 
store the table identifiers in the settings on the Locale tab of Express Configuration 
Manager.

These tables become the default translation tables for Personal Express.

The _XLTID options
Individual Express sessions can set options in the Express language to override the 
system defaults during the session. The initial value of each option is derived from 
its corresponding setting in Express Configuration Manager.

10 Use Administrator or the Express Connection Utility to validate the values 
of _XLTID and _XLTABLE.

11 Stop Personal Express.

12 Using operating system commands, make the express.db file read-only.

13 Restart Personal Express.

Step Action
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The Express options and configuration settings are listed below.

Express language commands
Three Express language commands have arguments that specify the name of a pair 
of translation tables to use with that command. Tables specified in this way are used 
for the specific activity controlled by the command; they temporarily override any 
_XLT options that might be in effect for the session, which in turn override any 
system defaults specified in the service configuration.

The Express language commands that can specify their own translation tables are 
listed below.

Which settings or commands should I use?
The table below shows which translation tables may be used for various I/O 
activities within Express. Each Express session uses the translation tables specified 
by the _XLT options. By default, the _XLT options identify the tables that Personal 
Express is configured to use. However, users may reset the _XLT options to identify 
different translation tables for this session. If an individual Express command 
specifies its own translation tables, Express uses it instead of the default tables for 
the session.

The Express option ... Overrides the Configuration Setting ...

_XLTCASE DefaultCaseTranslateTable

_XLTEIF DefaultEIFTranslateTable

_XLTFILE DefaultFileTranslateTable

_XLTAPI DefaultAPITranslateTable

_XLTSQL DefaultSQLTranslateTable

_XLTXCA DefaultXCATranslateTable

Command Argument Purpose

COMSET XLTTABLE Specifies a pair of translation tables to be used during an 
XCA dialog.

FILESET XLTTABLE Specifies a pair of translation tables to be used when 
reading from or writing to a given file.

INFILE XLTTABLE Specifies a pair of translation tables to be used when 
reading from a given infile.
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The following table shows how translation tables may be specified for various I/O 
activities within Express.

Note: The Express IMPORT and EXPORT commands never use translation tables 
when used with the following types of worksheet files: WKS, WK1, WRK, or WR1.

Express I/O Service Default Session Default Command

SQL DefaultSQLTranslateTable _XLTSQL

SNAPI DefaultSNAPITranslateTable _XLTAPI

EIF Pipeline in 
XCA

DefaultEIFTranslateTable _XLTEIF COMSET 
XLTTABLE

Text file in XCA 
TRANSPORT

DefaultFileTranslateTable _XLTFILE

Input from 
XCA 
RETRIEVE 

DefaultXCATranslateTable _XLTXCA COMSET 
XLTTABLE

Input from 
XCA EXECUTE 

DefaultXCATranslateTable _XLTXCA COMSET 
XLTTABLE

FILEREAD, 
FILEPUT, 
INFILE, 
OUTFILE, etc

DefaultFileTranslateTable _XLTFILE FILESET 
XLTTABLE

EIF files with 
IMPORT or 
EXPORT

DefaultEIFTranslateTable _XLTEIF

DIF or PRN 
files with 
IMPORT

DefaultFileTranslateTable _XLTFILE

DIF files with 
EXPORT

DefaultFileTranslateTable _XLTFILE
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Related information
For more information, see the following.

Sample Translation Tables

Overview
The sample translation table pairs provided in this section are not intended as 
complete solutions. You may refer to them as models and adapt them as needed.

ANSIOEM
This pair or tables is the reverse of OEMANSI (shown earlier in this chapter).

if not isvalue(_xltid ’ANSIOEM’) 
then maintain _xltid add ’ANSIOEM’  
_xltable(_xltid ’ANSIOEM’) = joinlines(- 
joinchars( - 
’\x00\x01\x02\x03\x04\x05\x06\x07\x08\x09\x0A\x0B\x0C\x0D\x0E\x0F’- 
’\x10\x11\x12\x13\x14\x15\x16\x17\x18\x19\x1A\x1B\x1C\x1D\x1E\x1F’- 
’\x20\x21\x22\x23\x24\x25\x26\x27\x28\x29\x2A\x2B\x2C\x2D\x2E\x2F’- 
’\x30\x31\x32\x33\x34\x35\x36\x37\x38\x39\x3A\x3B\x3C\x3D\x3E\x3F’- 
’\x40\x41\x42\x43\x44\x45\x46\x47\x48\x49\x4A\x4B\x4C\x4D\x4E\x4F’- 
’\x50\x51\x52\x53\x54\x55\x56\x57\x58\x59\x5A\x5B\x5C\x5D\x5E\x5F’- 
’\x60\x61\x62\x63\x64\x65\x66\x67\x68\x69\x6A\x6B\x6C\x6D\x6E\x6F’- 
’\x70\x71\x72\x73\x74\x75\x76\x77\x78\x79\x7A\x7B\x7C\x7D\x7E\x7F’- 
’\x5F\x5F\x2C\x9F\x2C\x2E\x2B\xD8\x5E\x25\x53\x3C\x4F\x5F\x5F\x5F’- 
’\x5F\x60\x27\x22\x22\x07\x2D\x2D\x7E\x54\x73\x3E\x6F\x5F\x5F\x59’- 
’\xFF\xAD\x9B\x9C\x0F\x9D\xDD\x15\x22\x63\xA6\xAE\xAA\x2D\x72\x5F’- 
’\xF8\xF1\xFD\x33\x27\xE6\x14\xFA\x2C\x31\xA7\xAF\xAC\xAB\x5F\xA8’- 
’\x41\x41\x41\x41\x8E\x8F\x92\x80\x45\x90\x45\x45\x49\x49\x49\x49’- 
’\x44\xA5\x4F\x4F\x4F\x4F\x99\x78\x4F\x55\x55\x55\x9A\x59\x5F\xE1’- 
’\x85\xA0\x83\x61\x84\x86\x91\x87\x8A\x82\x88\x89\x8D\xA1\x8C\x8B’- 
’\x64\xA4\x95\xA2\x93\x6F\x94\xF6\x6F\x97\xA3\x96\x81\x79\x5F\x98’)- 
joinchars( - 

IF you want documentation about . . . THEN see . . .

identifying translation tables for Personal 
Express

topics for the Locale tab settings in Express 
Configuration Manager Help

identifying translation tables for Express 
sessions

Express Language Help
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’\x00\x01\x02\x03\x04\x05\x06\x07\x08\x09\x0A\x0B\x0C\x0D\x0E\xA4’- 
’\x10\x11\x12\x13\xB6\xA7\x16\x17\x18\x19\x1A\x1B\x1C\x1D\x1E\x1F’- 
’\x20\x21\x22\x23\x24\x25\x26\x27\x28\x29\x2A\x2B\x2C\x2D\x2E\x2F’- 
’\x30\x31\x32\x33\x34\x35\x36\x37\x38\x39\x3A\x3B\x3C\x3D\x3E\x3F’- 
’\x40\x41\x42\x43\x44\x45\x46\x47\x48\x49\x4A\x4B\x4C\x4D\x4E\x4F’- 
’\x50\x51\x52\x53\x54\x55\x56\x57\x58\x59\x5A\x5B\x5C\x5D\x5E\x5F’- 
’\x60\x61\x62\x63\x64\x65\x66\x67\x68\x69\x6A\x6B\x6C\x6D\x6E\x6F’- 
’\x70\x71\x72\x73\x74\x75\x76\x77\x78\x79\x7A\x7B\x7C\x7D\x7E\x7F’- 
’\xC7\xFC\xE9\xE2\xE4\xE0\xE5\xE7\xEA\xEB\xE8\xEF\xEE\xEC\xC4\xC5’- 
’\xC9\xE6\xC6\xF4\xF6\xF2\xFB\xF9\xFF\xD6\xDC\xA2\xA3\xA5\x50\x83’- 
’\xE1\xED\xF3\xFA\xF1\xD1\xAA\xBA\xBF\xAC\xAC\xBD\xBC\xA1\xAB\xBB’- 
’\xA6\xA6\xA6\xA6\xA6\xA6\xA6\x2B\x2B\xA6\xA6\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B’- 
’\x2B\x2D\x2D\x2B\x2D\x2B\xA6\xA6\x2B\x2B\x2D\x2D\xA6\x2D\x2B\x2D’- 
’\x2D\x2D\x2D\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\xA6\x5F\xA6\xA6\xAF’- 
’\x61\xDF\x47\x70\x53\x73\xB5\x74\x46\x54\x4F\x64\x38\x66\x65\x6E’- 
’\x3D\xB1\x3D\x3D\x28\x29\xF7\x98\xB0\xB7\xB7\x76\x6E\xB2\xA6\xA0’)) 
if not isvalue(_xltid ’THIN2PND’) 
then maintain _xltid add ’THIN2PND’ 
_xltable(_xltid ’THIN2PND’) = joinlines(- 
joinchars( - 
’\x00\x01\x02\x03\x04\x05\x06\x07\x08\x09\x0A\x0B\x0C\x0D\x0E\x0F’- 
’\x10\x11\x12\x13\x14\x15\x16\x17\x18\x19\x1A\x1B\x1C\x1D\x1E\x1F’- 
’\x20\x21\x22\x23\x24\x25\x26\x27\x28\x29\x2A\x2B\x2C\x2D\x2E\x2F’- 
’\x30\x31\x32\x33\x34\x35\x36\x37\x38\x39\x3A\x3B\x3C\x3D\x3E\x3F’- 
’\x40\x41\x42\x43\x44\x45\x46\x47\x48\x49\x4A\x4B\x4C\x4D\x4E\x4F’- 
’\x50\x51\x52\x53\x54\x55\x56\x57\x58\x59\x5A\x5B\x5C\x5D\x5E\x5F’- 
’\x60\x61\x62\x63\x64\x65\x66\x67\x68\x69\x6A\x6B\x6C\x6D\x6E\x6F’- 
’\x70\x71\x72\x73\x74\x75\x76\x77\x78\x79\x7A\x7B\x7C\x7D\x7E\x7F’- 
’\x5F\x5F\x2C\x9F\x2C\x2E\x2B\xD8\x5E\x25\x53\x3C\x4F\x5F\x5F\x5F’- 
’\x5F\x60\x27\x22\x22\x07\x2D\x2D\x7E\x54\x73\x3E\x6F\x5F\x5F\x59’- 
’\xFF\xAD\x9B\x9C\x0F\x9D\xDD\x15\x22\x63\xA6\xAE\xAA\x2D\x72\x5F’- 
’\xF8\xF1\xFD\x33\x27\xE6\x14\xFA\x2C\x31\xA7\xAF\xAC\xAB\x5F\xA8’- 
’\x41\x41\x41\x41\x8E\x8F\x92\x80\x45\x90\x45\x45\x49\x49\x49\x49’- 
’\x44\xA5\x4F\x4F\x4F\x4F\x99\x78\x4F\x55\x55\x55\x9A\x59\x5F\xE1’- 
’\x85\xA0\x83\x61\x84\x86\x91\x87\x8A\x82\x88\x89\x8D\xA1\x8C\x8B’- 
’\x64\xA4\x95\xA2\x93\x6F\x94\xF6\x6F\x97\xA3\x96\x81\x79\x5F\x98’)- 
joinchars( - 
’\x00\x01\x02\x03\x04\x05\x06\x07\x08\x09\x0A\x0B\x0C\x0D\x0E\xA4’- 
’\x10\x11\x12\x13\xB6\xA7\x16\x17\x18\x19\x1A\x1B\x1C\x1D\x1E\x1F’- 
’\x20\x21\x22\x23\x24\x25\x26\x27\x28\x29\x2A\x2B\x2C\x2D\x2E\x2F’- 
’\x30\x31\x32\x33\x34\x35\x36\x37\x38\x39\x3A\x3B\x3C\x3D\x3E\x3F’- 
’\x40\x41\x42\x43\x44\x45\x46\x47\x48\x49\x4A\x4B\x4C\x4D\x4E\x4F’- 
’\x50\x51\x52\x53\x54\x55\x56\x57\x58\x59\x5A\x5B\x5C\x5D\x5E\x5F’- 
’\x60\x61\x62\x63\x64\x65\x66\x67\x68\x69\x6A\x6B\x6C\x6D\x6E\x6F’- 
’\x70\x71\x72\x73\x74\x75\x76\x77\x78\x79\x7A\x7B\x7C\x7D\x7E\x7F’- 
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’\xC7\xFC\xE9\xE2\xE4\xE0\xE5\xE7\xEA\xEB\xE8\xEF\xEE\xEC\xC4\xC5’- 
’\xC9\xE6\xC6\xF4\xF6\xF2\xFB\xF9\xFF\xD6\xDC\xA2\xA3\xA5\x50\x83’- 
’\xE1\xED\xF3\xA3\xF1\xD1\xAA\xBA\xBF\xAC\xAC\xBD\xBC\xA1\xAB\xBB’- 
’\xA6\xA6\xA6\xA6\xA6\xA6\xA6\x2B\x2B\xA6\xA6\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B’- 
’\x2B\x2D\x2D\x2B\x2D\x2B\xA6\xA6\x2B\x2B\x2D\x2D\xA6\x2D\x2B\x2D’- 
’\x2D\x2D\x2D\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\x2B\xA6\x5F\xA6\xA6\xAF’- 
’\x61\xDF\x47\x70\x53\x73\xB5\x74\x46\x54\x4F\x64\x38\x66\x65\x6E’- 
’\x3D\xB1\x3D\x3D\x28\x29\xF7\x98\xB0\xB7\xB7\x76\x6E\xB2\xA6\xA0’)) 

STRAIGHT
This is an invisible map. It simply puts character 65 to 65, 66 to 66, and so on. It is 
not useful in itself but may be handy as a template for creating other tables.

 
if not isvalue(_xltid ’STRAIGHT’) 
then maintain _xltid add ’STRAIGHT’  
_xltable(_xltid ’STRAIGHT’) = joinlines(- 
joinchars( - 
’\x00\x01\x02\x03\x04\x05\x06\x07\x08\x09\x0A\x0B\x0C\x0D\x0E\x0F’ - 
’\x10\x11\x12\x13\x14\x15\x16\x17\x18\x19\x1A\x1B\x1C\x1D\x1E\x1F’ - 
’\x20\x21\x22\x23\x24\x25\x26\x27\x28\x29\x2A\x2B\x2C\x2D\x2E\x2F’ - 
’\x30\x31\x32\x33\x34\x35\x36\x37\x38\x39\x3A\x3B\x3C\x3D\x3E\x3F’ - 
’\x40\x41\x42\x43\x44\x45\x46\x47\x48\x49\x4A\x4B\x4C\x4D\x4E\x4F’ - 
’\x50\x51\x52\x53\x54\x55\x56\x57\x58\x59\x5A\x5B\x5C\x5D\x5E\x5F’ - 
’\x60\x61\x62\x63\x64\x65\x66\x67\x68\x69\x6A\x6B\x6C\x6D\x6E\x6F’ - 
’\x70\x71\x72\x73\x74\x75\x76\x77\x78\x79\x7A\x7B\x7C\x7D\x7E\x7F’ - 
’\x80\x81\x82\x83\x84\x85\x86\x87\x88\x89\x8A\x8B\x8C\x8D\x8E\x8F’ - 
’\x90\x91\x92\x93\x94\x95\x96\x97\x98\x99\x9A\x9B\x9C\x9D\x9E\x9F’ - 
’\xA0\xA1\xA2\xA3\xA4\xA5\xA6\xA7\xA8\xA9\xAA\xAB\xAC\xAD\xAE\xAF’ - 
’\xB0\xB1\xB2\xB3\xB4\xB5\xB6\xB7\xB8\xB9\xBA\xBB\xBC\xBD\xBE\xBF’ - 
’\xC0\xC1\xC2\xC3\xC4\xC5\xC6\xC7\xC8\xC9\xCA\xCB\xCC\xCD\xCE\xCF’ - 
’\xD0\xD1\xD2\xD3\xD4\xD5\xD6\xD7\xD8\xD9\xDA\xDB\xDC\xDD\xDE\xDF’ - 
’\xE0\xE1\xE2\xE3\xE4\xE5\xE6\xE7\xE8\xE9\xEA\xEB\xEC\xED\xEE\xEF’ - 
’\xF0\xF1\xF2\xF3\xF4\xF5\xF6\xF7\xF8\xF9\xFA\xFB\xFC\xFD\xFE\xFF’ - 
) joinchars (- 
’\x00\x01\x02\x03\x04\x05\x06\x07\x08\x09\x0A\x0B\x0C\x0D\x0E\x0F’ - 
’\x10\x11\x12\x13\x14\x15\x16\x17\x18\x19\x1A\x1B\x1C\x1D\x1E\x1F’ - 
’\x20\x21\x22\x23\x24\x25\x26\x27\x28\x29\x2A\x2B\x2C\x2D\x2E\x2F’ - 
’\x30\x31\x32\x33\x34\x35\x36\x37\x38\x39\x3A\x3B\x3C\x3D\x3E\x3F’ - 
’\x40\x41\x42\x43\x44\x45\x46\x47\x48\x49\x4A\x4B\x4C\x4D\x4E\x4F’ - 
’\x50\x51\x52\x53\x54\x55\x56\x57\x58\x59\x5A\x5B\x5C\x5D\x5E\x5F’ - 
’\x60\x61\x62\x63\x64\x65\x66\x67\x68\x69\x6A\x6B\x6C\x6D\x6E\x6F’ - 
’\x70\x71\x72\x73\x74\x75\x76\x77\x78\x79\x7A\x7B\x7C\x7D\x7E\x7F’ - 
’\x80\x81\x82\x83\x84\x85\x86\x87\x88\x89\x8A\x8B\x8C\x8D\x8E\x8F’ - 
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’\x90\x91\x92\x93\x94\x95\x96\x97\x98\x99\x9A\x9B\x9C\x9D\x9E\x9F’ - 
’\xA0\xA1\xA2\xA3\xA4\xA5\xA6\xA7\xA8\xA9\xAA\xAB\xAC\xAD\xAE\xAF’ - 
’\xB0\xB1\xB2\xB3\xB4\xB5\xB6\xB7\xB8\xB9\xBA\xBB\xBC\xBD\xBE\xBF’ - 
’\xC0\xC1\xC2\xC3\xC4\xC5\xC6\xC7\xC8\xC9\xCA\xCB\xCC\xCD\xCE\xCF’ - 
’\xD0\xD1\xD2\xD3\xD4\xD5\xD6\xD7\xD8\xD9\xDA\xDB\xDC\xDD\xDE\xDF’ - 
’\xE0\xE1\xE2\xE3\xE4\xE5\xE6\xE7\xE8\xE9\xEA\xEB\xEC\xED\xEE\xEF’ - 
’\xF0\xF1\xF2\xF3\xF4\xF5\xF6\xF7\xF8\xF9\xFA\xFB\xFC\xFD\xFE\xFF’ - 
)) 

THIK2PND
These translation tables are similar to STRAIGHT, but they map both the internal 
character codes 9C and A3 to external character code 9C.

 
if not isvalue(_xltid ’THIK2PND’) 
then maintain _xltid add ’THIK2PND’  
_xltable(_xltid ’THIK2PND’) = joinlines(- 
joinchars( - 
’\x00\x01\x02\x03\x04\x05\x06\x07\x08\x09\x0A\x0B\x0C\x0D\x0E\x0F’ - 
’\x10\x11\x12\x13\x14\x15\x16\x17\x18\x19\x1A\x1B\x1C\x1D\x1E\x1F’ - 
’\x20\x21\x22\x23\x24\x25\x26\x27\x28\x29\x2A\x2B\x2C\x2D\x2E\x2F’ - 
’\x30\x31\x32\x33\x34\x35\x36\x37\x38\x39\x3A\x3B\x3C\x3D\x3E\x3F’ - 
’\x40\x41\x42\x43\x44\x45\x46\x47\x48\x49\x4A\x4B\x4C\x4D\x4E\x4F’ - 
’\x50\x51\x52\x53\x54\x55\x56\x57\x58\x59\x5A\x5B\x5C\x5D\x5E\x5F’ - 
’\x60\x61\x62\x63\x64\x65\x66\x67\x68\x69\x6A\x6B\x6C\x6D\x6E\x6F’ - 
’\x70\x71\x72\x73\x74\x75\x76\x77\x78\x79\x7A\x7B\x7C\x7D\x7E\x7F’ - 
’\x80\x81\x82\x83\x84\x85\x86\x87\x88\x89\x8A\x8B\x8C\x8D\x8E\x8F’ - 
’\x90\x91\x92\x93\x94\x95\x96\x97\x98\x99\x9A\x9B\x9C\x9D\x9E\x9F’ - 
’\xA0\xA1\xA2\xA3\xA4\xA5\xA6\xA7\xA8\xA9\xAA\xAB\xAC\xAD\xAE\xAF’ - 
’\xB0\xB1\xB2\xB3\xB4\xB5\xB6\xB7\xB8\xB9\xBA\xBB\xBC\xBD\xBE\xBF’ - 
’\xC0\xC1\xC2\xC3\xC4\xC5\xC6\xC7\xC8\xC9\xCA\xCB\xCC\xCD\xCE\xCF’ - 
’\xD0\xD1\xD2\xD3\xD4\xD5\xD6\xD7\xD8\xD9\xDA\xDB\xDC\xDD\xDE\xDF’ - 
’\xE0\xE1\xE2\xE3\xE4\xE5\xE6\xE7\xE8\xE9\xEA\xEB\xEC\xED\xEE\xEF’ - 
’\xF0\xF1\xF2\xF3\xF4\xF5\xF6\xF7\xF8\xF9\xFA\xFB\xFC\xFD\xFE\xFF’ - 
) joinchars (- 
’\x00\x01\x02\x03\x04\x05\x06\x07\x08\x09\x0A\x0B\x0C\x0D\x0E\x0F’ - 
’\x10\x11\x12\x13\x14\x15\x16\x17\x18\x19\x1A\x1B\x1C\x1D\x1E\x1F’ - 
’\x20\x21\x22\x23\x24\x25\x26\x27\x28\x29\x2A\x2B\x2C\x2D\x2E\x2F’ - 
’\x30\x31\x32\x33\x34\x35\x36\x37\x38\x39\x3A\x3B\x3C\x3D\x3E\x3F’ - 
’\x40\x41\x42\x43\x44\x45\x46\x47\x48\x49\x4A\x4B\x4C\x4D\x4E\x4F’ - 
’\x50\x51\x52\x53\x54\x55\x56\x57\x58\x59\x5A\x5B\x5C\x5D\x5E\x5F’ - 
’\x60\x61\x62\x63\x64\x65\x66\x67\x68\x69\x6A\x6B\x6C\x6D\x6E\x6F’ - 
’\x70\x71\x72\x73\x74\x75\x76\x77\x78\x79\x7A\x7B\x7C\x7D\x7E\x7F’ - 
’\x80\x81\x82\x83\x84\x85\x86\x87\x88\x89\x8A\x8B\x8C\x8D\x8E\x8F’ - 
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’\x90\x91\x92\x93\x94\x95\x96\x97\x98\x99\x9A\x9B\x9C\x9D\x9E\x9F’ - 
’\xA0\xA1\xA2\x9C\xA4\xA5\xA6\xA7\xA8\xA9\xAA\xAB\xAC\xAD\xAE\xAF’ - 
’\xB0\xB1\xB2\xB3\xB4\xB5\xB6\xB7\xB8\xB9\xBA\xBB\xBC\xBD\xBE\xBF’ - 
’\xC0\xC1\xC2\xC3\xC4\xC5\xC6\xC7\xC8\xC9\xCA\xCB\xCC\xCD\xCE\xCF’ - 
’\xD0\xD1\xD2\xD3\xD4\xD5\xD6\xD7\xD8\xD9\xDA\xDB\xDC\xDD\xDE\xDF’ - 
’\xE0\xE1\xE2\xE3\xE4\xE5\xE6\xE7\xE8\xE9\xEA\xEB\xEC\xED\xEE\xEF’ - 
’\xF0\xF1\xF2\xF3\xF4\xF5\xF6\xF7\xF8\xF9\xFA\xFB\xFC\xFD\xFE\xFF’ - 
)) 
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Index
A
adding

modules, 4-6
administration tools

for Personal Express, 1-5
list of, 1-5, 4-2
running, 4-2

ANSI character set, 7-2
applying

configuration settings, 4-8
module list, 4-7

ASCII character set, 7-2
AUTOGO programs

not running at startup, 3-7
running at startup, 3-6

AUTOSHUTDOWN parameter, 3-7

C
character set

single-byte, 7-2
translation, 7-6

CHDIR command, 5-5
client applications

use of Express language, 1-2
client support files

defined, 2-4
installing, 2-6, 2-10, 2-11
uninstalling, 2-12, 2-13

clients
communication with Express, 1-6
connecting to Personal Express, 1-7
debugging, 1-6

of Personal Express, 1-5
OLAP, 1-5
use of ServerObjectId setting, 4-10

client/server, 1-2, 1-8
cllients

use of XCAPortNumber setting, 4-10
code page. See character set
Collector thread, 4-11, 4-12
configuration

during installation, 2-10
optional modules, 1-4

configuration settings
applying, 4-8
database paging, 4-8, 4-10, 4-11
default values, 4-7
defined, 4-7
drives, 4-7
exception handling, 4-7
file I/O, 4-8
internationalization, 4-8
memory, 4-8
process control, 4-8
security, 4-8
service identifiers, 4-8
session, 4-8
when to change, 4-8

connect string, 6-8
connection options (SQL), 6-2
connections

introduction to, 1-7
SNAPI, 1-7
XCA, 1-7

custom installation
of client support files, 2-11
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of Personal Express_6 component, 2-9

D
data sources (ODBC), 6-12
database alias, 6-8
database arguments

specifying at startup, 3-5
database extension files

defined, 5-2
described, 5-6
location of, 5-5, 5-6, 5-8

database files, 5-2
See also main database file
described, 5-2
listing attached, 5-3
location of, 5-5
maximum file size, 5-7
recovering from a crash, 5-7
size of, 5-2

database pages
defined, 4-10
reading, 4-10, 4-11

database temporary files
caching, 5-7
controlling growth of, 5-6
defined, 5-2
location of, 5-5
settings for, 5-6

databases
files

See also database extension files
See also database temporary files

attaching, 5-4
concurrent access to, 4-10
defined, 5-1
files, 5-2
files. See database files
from previous versions, 2-2
migrating, 2-2
sharing, 5-4

DefaultDBWaitTime setting, 5-4
deleting

modules, 4-6
directory, working, 5-4, 5-5

documentation
for Personal Express, 1-10

E
EBCDIC character set, 7-2
EIF file, 7-6
event log, 4-11

defined, 4-14
location of, 4-14

EventLogPath setting, 4-14
Express

configuring when sharing a computer, 4-9
databases, defined, 1-2
defined, 1-1
language, defined, 1-2
server, defined, 1-2
user interface to, 1-2

Express clients. See clients
Express Communications Architecture. See XCA
Express Configuration Manager, 1-5, 4-2

defined, 1-5
Express language

defined, 1-2
session sharing, 1-9
use by client applications, 1-2

Express Session Manager, 1-5, 4-2, 4-3
defined, 1-5
functionality of, 4-3

express.db
location of, 5-5

F
files

configuration, 4-8
event log, 4-14
PEXEvent.log, 4-14

FreePageHighCount setting, 3-8, 4-12
FreePageLowCount setting, 3-8, 4-12

G
generations

defined, 4-13
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managing database pages within, 4-13
GPSBtreeMax setting, 4-13
GPSBTreeMiss setting, 4-13

H
Help

viewing, 1-10

I
INFILE parameter, 3-6
infiles

specifying at startup, 3-6
installation

connection support, 2-10
determining type of, 2-4
directories, 2-2, 2-3
issues to address first, 2-1
optional modules, 2-10
re-install configuration, 2-10, 4-6

installation directory, 2-3
installing

client support files, 2-6, 2-10, 2-11
Personal Express_6 component, 2-6, 2-7, 2-8, 2-9
Personal Express_6 package, 2-6
RAM, 2-11
related products, 2-11
SNAPI, 2-11

M
main database file

defined, 5-2
location of, 5-5

minimizing Personal Express control, 3-2
Modified Page Writer thread, 4-12
ModifiedPageCount setting, 3-8
ModifiedPageWriter thread, 4-11, 4-12, 4-13
ModifiedPageWriterSleep setting, 4-13
ModifiedPageWriterSleep settings, 4-12
module list

applying, 4-7
defined, 4-6
determining contents of, 4-6

displaying, 4-6
modules, 1-3

adding, 4-6
deleting, 4-6
optional, 1-3, 1-4, 4-6
required, 1-3, 4-6

N
NOSYSAUTOGO parameter, 3-7

O
OCI

configuration diagram, 6-4
definition, 6-2

ODBC
configuration diagram, 6-5
definition, 6-2
restrictions, 6-3

ODBC drivers, 6-9
conformance levels, 6-11
definition of tiers, 6-10

OEM character set, 7-2
OLAP, 1-2
OLAP clients. See clients
OLAP home directory, 2-3
Open Database Connectivity. See ODBC
Oracle Call Interface. See OCI
Oracle Express Administrator, 1-6
Oracle Express Analyzer, 1-6
Oracle Express Objects, 1-6
Oracle Express Relational Access Manager, 1-6
Oracle Express Spreadsheet Add-In, 1-6
Oracle Financial Analyzer, 1-6
Oracle home directory, 2-2, 2-3, 2-7, 2-13
Oracle Personal Express. See Personal Express
Oracle Sales Analyzer, 1-6

P
PageBufferCount setting, 3-8, 4-11
Paging Manager, 4-10, 4-11
pausing

Personal Express, 3-3
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performance
database paging, 4-10, 4-11, 4-13

Personal Express, 1-5
administration tools, 4-2
administrative tools for, 1-5
automatic shutddown of, 3-5
clients. See clients
configuring with Express Server, 4-9
defined, 1-2
difficulty starting, 3-7, 3-8
documentation for, 1-10
memory requirements, 3-8, 4-11
modules, 1-3, 4-6
pausing, 3-3
running, 3-2, 3-4
shortcut for, 3-2
specifying automatic shutdown at startup, 3-7
starting, 3-2, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7
startup parameters, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7
startup problems, 4-11
stopping, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4
timing out, 3-8
working directory, 5-4, 5-5

Personal Express 5
using with Personal Express 6, 1-6

Personal Express 6 component
uninstalling, 2-12, 2-13

Personal Express 6 package
uninstalling, 2-12, 2-13

Personal Express control
defined, 3-1
minimizing, 3-2

Personal Express files
PEXEvent.log file, 4-14

Personal Express_6 component
defined, 2-4
installing, 2-6, 2-7, 2-8, 2-9

Personal Express_6 package
defined, 2-4
installing, 2-6

PEXEvent.log
defined, 4-14
location of, 4-14

R
Relational Access Manager

installing, 2-11
relational database access, 6-1
running

administration tools, 4-2
Personal Express, 3-2, 3-4

S
security

AllowShellOut, 4-8
ServerDBPath setting, 5-5
ServerInitializationMilliseconds setting, 3-8
ServerObjectId setting

changing, 4-10
defined, 4-10
use by clients, 4-10

session
configuration settings, 4-8

Session Manager, 1-9
SESSIONQUERY function, 1-9
sessions

aborting, 1-9
defined, 1-8
making shareable, 4-5
properties of, 4-3
sessions, 4-4
sharing, 1-9
terminating, 4-3, 4-4
viewing list of, 4-3

SessionSharing setting, 1-9
SHARESESSION function, 1-9
sharing sessions, 4-4, 4-5
SNAPI

defined, 1-7
installing, 2-11
use of by Personal Express, 1-7

SPL. See Express language
SQL access, 6-1
SQL connection

basic steps, 6-6
Express configuration requirements, 6-7

SQL*Net, 6-8
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starting
Personal Express, 3-2, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7

startup parameters
AUTOSHUTDOWN parameter, 3-7
database arguments, 3-5
INFILE parameter, 3-6
NOSYSAUTOGO parameter, 3-7
overview of, 3-4
procedure for specifying, 3-5

startup problems
caused by page settings, 3-8
login identity, 3-8
PageBufferCount setting, 3-8
possible causes, 3-7
ServerInitializationMilliseconds setting, 3-8

stopping
Personal Express, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5

Structured N Dimensional Application Interface. See 
SNAPI

T
terminating

sessions, 4-3, 4-4
tnsnames.ora, 6-9
transactions

defined, 3-3
handling when Personal Express stops, 3-3
statistics for, 4-3

tuning
database paging, 4-8
memory, 4-8

typical (No SQL components) installation, 2-8
typical installation

of client support files, 2-10
of Personal Express_6 component, 2-7

U
uninstalling Oracle products, 2-12, 2-13
user for Personal Express, 1-3, 2-1, 3-8

V
viewing

Help, 1-10

W
Windows registry, 4-8

X
XCA

defined, 1-7
use of by Personal Express, 1-7

XCAPortNumber setting
changing, 4-10
defined, 4-9
use by clients, 4-10
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